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I. INTRODUCTION

:This is the hist-year evaluation report of thefaMily Farm Pro-
.

gram (formerly the Small Farm Information Access Program). The over-
.

411 purpose Of the evaluation is the identification of the strengths,

weaknesses, and effects of the program as it develops, which will pr-
.

mit improvement 3n pro§raperformance and'propde information useful

in determining the focus of ongoing activities. To this-end, the

evaluation has gathered information describing the program,'its.imple-

016

.mentation, and the institutional and community situations. within which

the program.functrons. -The emphasis haS been on identifying the forces l

.1., ,

andwhich.have shaped the program and the reasdns for the program's ability

or inability to function as envisioned. I,

Tpe scope of this first-year report covers activities and events

of thghpfferent organizations which make up the overall Family Farm
774 e

.Program (FFP). The program is an umbrella structure comprised of four

distrnct but interrelated organizations: the Family Faerh.Cpuncil UFC)e

(formerly the Small Farm Information Adcess Council), the Central In-

ormation

..

12f Service,(CIS) located at the University of California, Davis;
..

0 .

Hartnell College Family Farm Resource Center (1i -F5pC), and Kings River
a

.

College Family Farm Resource Center (KR-FFRC).,. (Figure a diagrams the

relations -hips among these units.) Altkugfi eaCrAantiation functions

as an independent component withift the greater FaMily Farm Program,

'their structural interrelationship fhsters complementarity and Coordi-

nation among different organizations.

ft 7
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4 Figure 1. Structure of the Family Farm Program

4
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Small Farmers
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This structural complementdrity implies a
I

divisiOn Of taikS among' s

;

the four organizalions comprising the FFP. The Family harm Council,, t

or example, is the organization most direCtly associated with estab-

. ,lishing general policies and guidelines as will as conceptualizirWthe

overall program °structure. The primary responsibility of CI5 is to

actlas a bank,for the collection, storage, and disseMination-of infor-

mation pertinent to family farm's. The services of GIStare made

able to the Family,Farm Resource Centers, Council friembei- institutions,

and other interested organizations,that work with family farmers. The.

FFRCs function as the local organizations developing and coordinating

A
the informatibn delivered to family farmers at the local level. They

coordinate family .farm:service(5), conduct short courses and other:

eduoational programs, prepare information and learning materials, and

facilitate access by family farmers to CIS.

This evaluation was conducted under a CETA contract to Juarez and
i

Associates and was initiated in the sdmmer of 1980. Data for thli /-
report were gathered through site visitations, focused observations,

1

interviews, and reviews of written documents. The evaluator's visited
, , . ./i.

- each site throUghou t the year and attended goLincil meetings monthly.
( . , .- .

During these data collection activities, Council members, staff, and
, . .

,administrators at the colleges, as well as participating farmers, 'were

interviewed about their,perceptions and level of satisfaction with the

various program components and the services provided. In addition,

s.
interviews were'conducted with the personnel of key agencies in the/

'area serving small farmers.

9
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Other methods of, data collection utilized focused observation
s

...

techniques and review of 'Written documents. Settings for the,obser-
. . .

..,.
,

, vations were primarily classrooms and.'meetings-in process. A variety

of written documents were also analyzed,.including meeting minutes, '-

. . ,
_

.

funding proposals, records kept by program persopnel, curricular and

'instructional
.

. .

materials, documents associated With the program, and
, .

50 on. /

This first year report consists of fix parts. Part I Ts a general

introductlon,which provides a brief overview of the Family Farm Pro-

gram structure and componerits and the methodology and source.Af data IF

gathered for the report. Part II deals more specifically witli the
, .

baagroynd, goals, and functionsof the council. Part III discusses

the Central Informatioh Service. Parts IV and V are in-depth reports

and assessments of activities'at the two Family Farm Resource. Centers

at Kings River and Con-munity Colleges, respectively. Part VI presents,

a general summary and conclusion.

"'II: FAMILY FARM COUNCIL

The Family Farm Council is \an unincorporated state-level coor,,

dinating council made up of 17 representatives'from appro>imately;15

public

.

and private agencies that fund or operate training and technical

, ., '-
Op

assistance programs for small-scale f00rs in the State of California.

..
.

The Council was organized on Appl 27, 1979, and'is the,culmination of

4r 4 . 1

several years' effort to e9mine optlons for improving the information4
.. v,

.

.aPr nd,tr'aining services offered to sMall-scale farmers in.the,staie.

Through CETA and, to a morplamited extent,. CWETA support;-the Council

set up a strugtur
el

that might evequallk-implement a.comprehensimp

,
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service delivery system capable of attending lo family farmers, with

special emphasis on approximately 35,000,farmers who have low incomes.

0
A. Purpose,and Goals

The purpose of the Council is to support and promote the economic

inbility of family farms; to fa ?ilitate and 'coordinate access to in-

. formation and other resources, and to advocate for family .farms. This _

purpose q' addressed through the fallowing long-range goals: tl)

)

c

facilitating the transition of salaried farm workers into viable self-
*.

employment as small farmers through organiied training programs and

c,

the dissemination of information on relevant farming practices; (2)

increasing the access of family farmers to information that is essen-

tial to carrying on a successful farm business; and (3) stabil izing '

the economic situation,of preseni self-employed family farmers and 1 ,/

prom ting the generation of,new jobs through self employment in agrl-1
culture. The achievement of these long-term objectiv'es.are to.be,,

measured through increases in family farM income, increased crop yields,
"ip-

*
an increase Wthe net worth of small farms, increased access to credit,

reduced depend

patterns.

on non arm income, and changes in land ownership

qhe,short-range goals include the following:

Goal I: Increase family farmers' access to information and other

resources in.response to their ideritified needs.

. Objectives:

1. To support and strengthen the existing programs of

Coupci T-memb4rs and other similar institutions. that

deliver'infqrmat'ion and other resource services to

family farmers.

' iy

1 1
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2. To assist locll institutions to initiate new programs

that address the unmet needs of.family farms.

3. To work with CIS and loCal institutions to increase

family farmers' awareness of,available information and

other resources,

Goal II: Improve the coordination among Council members and other

V

,
.

'

similar institutions that work with family farmer.
- .

.w

w

( /ObJectives: .

v

/ 1. To establish miechanisms for-the exchange of informatUn

,
.

and'the disaistion 0 issues relative to family farm

.
.

programs among members sand other similar institu
N.,

tions.

. 2. To assist agencies at the local level to better coordi-
e

i

. nate them'' programs for family farms..
., .... .

.4'

r

.

; 3. To promote better coordination of vocal resources with
.,... ,-

. '' those available at the state and fkleral levels.
. I

1 w .
.

. '' Goal Itl,:. Expo d themunderstandtng of policy makers and the gen-
.

. .
,

4 4 ,

V

era public regarding family farm issues.

1
sww."

Objecti;res: .
4

-...

71. ..To identify and clarify policy iwes'of importance to
.., .

.6

family farmers.
, -46

'
2. To promote aia open diallop among family farmers, polity

decision makers, ,and others4re§ardingthese issues.
, .

,
3. 'To develop position statements about these issues,, when

,

appropriate.
A ss

4. To disseminate information xaggrdingthese issues and

, policy positions to.decision makrs ,and the general

public.

1

-
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During the 1960s and early 1970s, rural community actili°pqgeamsc

with federal and state support, were initiated in California. A number
,

of individuals, who are currently active members in the Council and who

' have provjded leadership in its formation and activities were involved

in these early projects. ,As rural 'development received increased visi-
.

bility, especially among the Spanish spehQinAn the 'Central Valley

and the coastati. counties, these individuals .explored. ways to brinb

attention to the plight oflimited resoprce small farmerS.

In 1976, under CommunityServicesqlciministration sponsorstri

the California Employment Uevelopment Department (EDD),a study known

as the Small Farm Viability7Project was initiated and-carried out

a

some of these sameindividuals. The Viability Projeot responded to

concerns about rural employment ang underemployment and sought ways to

protect an) increase self-employment in agriculture. It was-ardso con-

cerned with imprring Airal income, fostering economic development, and

enhancing the quality of farm life. A number of,task forces, with

if
, ,

broad membership, were established in 41976 around the issued of tech-

nology, natural resources, finance, training, marketingf and community

services.

Although it was hoped that the ViabilityProject report issued in

December 1977 would lead to executive and legislItive action in California

to create a rural development corporation tb enhance the viability of

faMily farms, it has not yet done so. The Viability Project did, how-

ever, result in bringing attention to family farm issues andit fostered

a greater communication among those who were working in rural develop-

ment. In addition, because of the involvement of CETA and EDD, thd

C
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. Viability Proje6-assisted-ml focusing the attention of federal and .

.
, .

' state agencies-oil-SW-scale 'farming issues. +Overall, the Viability....

Project.produced an analysis of small-scale farming issues and proposals

If
for directing small farm assistance programs. .Some of

.

theseisuggestions

led to the placement of bilingual small farm specialists in several

state aid federal agencies and the publication of a resource book 4 %

identifying.brokers for thd use of small farmers. In addition, the

Small Farm Viability Project, especially the work of the training task

force, can be linked directly with the creation of the Small Fa In-

formation Access Council, now.known as the Family Farm Council. It

was through this link that the Viability Project was able to '&trengthen

eLTA involvement, in the fundih;1 of small farm projects.

C. A,Chrono_logy of Council Activity

The Small'Farm Information Access Council was formed at a meeting

, ,

held in Asilomar April 1979. Many of the ndividuals who were in-

vited to attend this meeting were, the same persons mentioned, above who

had bekn working through CETA-supported individtial farm training pro-

grams t. o farmer cooperatives between 1977 and 1979. Others held

positions as farm advisers or community devel!)pnient specialists with

APP, the University oft , XkA1' a, Cooperative Extension Service or were
4ksi,

Instructors in commaity colleges or staff members in other county,

) ,

/
.

state, or federal offices concerned with rural development and agri-. ent or

culture. As might be expected, this wasnot the first time many of

...

f

these individuals came together. For example, there had be'en a meeting

e I

...0"..

of several of them to discuss extension work, organized b;fa staff

membe- of UC Extension jb Santa Maria, in November 1978 anffa4ther

111111...
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organized dy CETA in Riverside in December 1'978. The sponsor;hip of

and legitimaty,for the Asilomar meeting prOvided by ETA and EDD,

however, made that meeting especially significant.

In retrospect, therefore, it is relevant to highlight.some of thee

forces which led to the creation of the Council. It is iTportant,,for

example, to note thatin the 1970s.both federal and.state governments

had exprbssed interest, through funding'and program planning, in small

farm viability as part of rural development, and by,0977 CLTA became a

major funder of such activity. This funding and program activity

fostered a cohesion among a group of individuals in a defined geo-

graphical,area who could`regtilarly shar,e their interests anddcOncerns.

The result was not only several cl,Ose personal friendships based on

mutual respect but jobs through government funds for people wilo had a

cormiamcomeitment to the viability of smal farms, especially among

the Spanish speaking. Hence, it was the initial federal and state

moresupport begun.more than a, decade earlier and the dedication of a

particula;- group of people that were major contributors to the for-.

mation of the Council. Especially noteworthy through the fall of 1980

were the individuals employed in CETA and EDD, whose leadership often

provided the catalyst to rural development efforts and who were

responsible for funding rural development programs and funding and

organiiaing the Asilomar meeting.
P

1444 Many other factors also contributedAte the Council's formation.

Often mentioned was the rappqrt established by the CETA and.EereRre-

sentatives through 1980 withthe individuals who worked in agencies
4

concerned with rural develolment. Another factor was the funding

4

0

15
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'knowledge which many inditiduals who came to thelOTA-initiatedtAsilomar
4

meeting brought with them. Additionally many of the individuals

attending the me eting had reCeived or were receiving CETA fu4ds, and it
"1k v .

n n

was logical that they would be most interested in shapiAg or learning

of new directions in aTA.141.ograms. Finally, some suggest that indi-

('
viduals went to Asilomar to ensure. that theiwk own programs would be

.1'
left ilact and untouched by avoiding competition from iew mitiatives

by other programs.

From the very beRnning, the individuals who were involved:in the

formation of CoUncil.sought to propose a small farm project'for

CETA funding. At the meeting held in December 1978 in Riverside, for

example, the project wasirlferred to as an "Open AsceA Delivery ,

System" With emphasis on instructional materials and providing informa-

tion to small farmers.: fhe Asilomar meeting in Aprif 1979,.however,

was the principal meeting fon the conceptualization of the proposal.

At that meeting a CETA consultant proVided a framework for a model.

program, the Council was created, and a. subcommittee was formed to develop

a statement of purpose. For the next several meetings attention was

41nect90 priparilY to the preperation of the pl.opOsal and to tie or-

ganizational developmenI,,of the Council itself. Issues discussed early
' 4

on werq-ttle selection of a chairparson,,,criteria for the admission of

new members, and the overall develovvent of the Council and the Opp
,,4

Access System. By the August 1979'meeting in San Diego, the model was

trI

w ell formulated, with the Central ImfOrmation Service and Family Farm,

Resource CPiter components identifm .- At that meeting an initial

draft proposal was reviewed and thr subcommittees mere formed,. These

subcommittees were concerned with Council by-laws,,the deielopment of

ii
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an,evaluatio/plan, and the preparation of a presentation to UC Exten-.

.sion. At that meeting membership again discussed, as was ,1e need.

for an executive dire tor or secretary of the'COdncil. At the September
A

979 meeting in Saiinas, discussion focused almost exclusively on inter-
.

ne issues of tihe Council,'includiu by-laws, the CETA propbsal, and

continued conceptplization of the Open Access System and its compon-

ents., 1,n addition% an Institutional Policy Oversight CoTmittee was

b..----' created to keep the Council alert to the effecttof various instiIution-

al policies on small farmers. By the end of the September 1979 meeting,

the'sites for the Resource CenteT-s and CIS had been selected, and the

CETA proposal was moving forward.
1

In October 1979, the proposals from the two Resource Centers and

CIS were reviewed at a meeting in Sacramento and suggestions were Made

.dir for revisions. Also discussed at that meeting were other items related

to the-maintenance of the Counca. These included the name off the

110

Council, materials development, evaluation, by-laws, and the prepara-

10

tions for an upcoming meeting of the Council and UC Extension at Devis.

HoWever, one item transcended internal Slouncil organizational business.

It concerned a request to the Fresno Employment Training Commission

. .

(FETC) to con;inue funding a project known as the Technical Assistanak-
.

'

-'1Program in the Fresno area. E.entually, FETC did fund this teChnical

assistance activity and it became a pN.of the Kings River ResOurce

Center.

The November 1979 meeting was held at UC Davis. The meeting's'

early session was concerned with formalizing a draft of the Council's

v-laws, Council membership procedures, selection of pass - through
4 1

agencies for thprojectO tETA funds; the need for materials develop-

ment, and so on. There was also one issue related dire'ctly to small

1 7
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farmers that was discussed at the early session -- an upcoming hearing

4

Eby the Secretary of Agriculture in Fresno on small farm issues, for

which severalCouncil members were asked to submit statements. The

second session of the Novembpr meeting wa,s held in the UC Davis Faculty

Club where an audiovisual presentation prepared by the .Council was

shared with UC E4ension and UC Cooperative Extension administrators.

The presentation included an overview of small farm issues and the '1)o-

jected goals of the Council.

From title Salinaseeting.of January 1980 through the San Luis,

0

Obispo meeting of January 1981, the Council met eight times. Much

of the attention of the-meRters was still devoted to internal affairs.

These can be categorized into several sets of issues. First, there were
"kb

issues concerning purpose, by-laws, incorporation, membership, evalu-

ationsi.personnel, and so- on. These *ues consumed the greatest amount

of time as the Council was attempting to identify its mission and reach

consensus on khe principles that would guide its activitlies. Second,
k

the Council monitored the progress made by the two Resource Centers at

ri.-
Kings River and Hartnell. ,Because Hartnell had received its CETA

funding in the winter and Kings River in the surioet of 1980, the

center directors, who were also members of the'Council,fprepared re-
A

. ports on activities and problems associated with the centers.

The third major issue of concern to the Council was the funding

Of the various program components. Both CETA and 4ETA negotiations

were ongoing during the 1980 calendal. year. By December 1980, all

of the cOMponents of the program had received the sought-after funds.

The fourthfourth set of issues conterned what Council members refer to as

policy matters. In contradistinction to the other three items, this

area d not attend t10 housekeeping or internal vatters but inst9ad

1S
4.
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lOoked at constraints affecting agricultural`practice among small.....farm-
#

,ers. During the 1980 period, for example:the following policy issues

ir

were on the Council agenda: U.S. and UC/Giannini Foundation policy on

specialty crop imports from Mexico; U.S. oil and energy allo'caiiow

40

policies rel4ting to small farmers, FmHA's farm loan program, 'personnel

manpgement;rstare regulation of marketing; bilingual farm advliser

positions; and minicorps and 4-H club activities. These pol'icy issues

were often discussed at the Council meetings, sometimes following a

was circulated which,caused.the Council Membershlvto recASi4er some

presentation by an outside guest and other,times following a report

by.Aa CprIcil ad hoc committee.

Between January, and' 1981, the bask pattern of the agenda
1

for the five CoUricil Meetings.held remained much the same as in 1980,

with even gate attention directed to internal matter?., This emphasis

..on Council housekeeping was due to several factors. First, CETA

leadership changed and the support personnel who had worked with the

Council was assigned elsewhere. This was a major blow to the pro-
*

gram and left an administ rative void in the Council tht had to be

fille dAy,tOuncil personnel, principally the new executive secretary.

Second, both executive secretary and a director of CIS were ap-

pointed. The personnel recruitment process 4s weil as the charge in

Council leadership following the appoiaments raised many of the same
4 b ..''

membership, purpose, and by -laws issues that had absorbed the Council's

0 -.

interest during its- first year, Third, ari-idterit evaluation report

S

ofitS goals and practices. Fourth, the Council was undergoing done

changes in-membership; two,to three new individals weresobight in-

a
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and three to four long-standing meters were dither departing or not

I

attending meetings on a regular basis. Finally, there was a major

crisis iirthe relationships betwpen.the two Resource Centers and CWETA

Irelativse to funding and program expectations. In effect,tWETA's
/

inability to cope with the,Resource Centers' avowed need for flexi'

bility in course scheduling, identifying appropriate farmer clientele,

andthe like led to both Resource Centers threatening to withdraw, an

in one case actually withdrawing,,from CWETA sponsThip.

Among the highlights of th agenda-itemsdealt with by the Council 1

during this early 1981 pe d, several are wort of mention. The term

identifying the clientele. was changed from small farmer to family farmer

and the reference to information access was dropped. This change was

made because the Council fejt that,-politically, more' legitimacy could

be secured for the Council if the name reflected the current agricul-

e
turai rhetoric used in Washington and Sacramento'. There were also

changes made in the by-laws, and discussions continued on questions of

purpose, goals, and activities. One outcome cif these discussions was a
4,

shift away from a near - exclusive concern. for the'Spanish speaking to
,../

low-resource farmers from all ethnic backgrounds. Another change, in

the Council wa's the useof an executive secretary and an executive

committee to handle both more routine and more sensitive Council

matters and to bring recommendatigzs to the full Council..

v. As to policy issues during the first six month's of 1981, the .

Council ere'Ssed its' concern tq,the CETA dieector,about CETA's new

emphasis on urban rather than rural cOnbern. Letters were written to

FMHilabout its loan criterla for low-resource farms and to DOE regard-

A

* ing its policies in'the purchase of gasoline inbul by part-time
0

411*
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farmers. Policy discussions continued to receTve less attention than

the mose day-to-day maintenance and problem:solving issues, associated

,e with Olt Council, CIS, and the two Resource Centers.

O. An Assessment of the Family Farm Council

Overall, the Council has beer) an effective decision- making body:

Its leadership, old and new, has sought consensus on most issues, and,

except for SOme recent healthy dissent, rapport and mutual respect

continue to characterize its membership. Hence, most business has been

conducted amicably and, for the most part, productively. This is

especially the case with matters internal to the Council, which to

date have occupied its primary attention.

The Council has been a somewhat less effective'policy-making body.

Because it has not been involved witnlbroader policy issues to any

gr-!at extent, it has not 'acted very decisively on many matters. The

Council's_attention'to policy-making issues has increased with time,
r

but such issues have seldom been of Primary, concern. Much of the

action taken at meetings on many of the policy issues related to

family farmers mlght be characterized as prudent. It has not been

uncommon for the Council to instruct its chairperson or executive

secretary to draft a letter to a targeted agency, for example, rather

than to engage in more active lobbying or cooperative class action

with othef agencies or groUps.

Throughout 1980, the effective conduct of Council business,

whether internal or policy oriented, appeared to be the result not
4,

only of the leadership and general membership of the Council but of

the considerable organizational and administrative skili,,of the- cETA
2 d.

representative. It was this individual, more than any other, who en-
,

wA



sured continuity' throuA, taking and circulating minutes, arranging'

meetings, and preparing an agenda that reflected not only the member-
rt

ship but anticipated areas -Cr) 6ed of atter-lion. Although the CETA

representative in late 1980 assumed less responsibility in these

capaci$ies, much of the first-year success, including planning the

Asilomar meeting and running itnterference with CETA and CWETA, in-
.

evitably rested with that individual's commitment and ability., When

CETA leadership changed, the individual assigned to the Family Farm

Project was reassigned. The reason for the reassignment was never
A

made clear, but it apparently was dUe to the amount of time the persorl

spent on the program. As this move colncTded with the hiring of an

executive seer tar' for the Council, many of the adrpinistrative duties

passed to him and now probably occupy about 50 to 7Q percent of his time.

Although the fact that the Council exists, is funded, and has con-

ducted business and made decisions for more'than a year and a half

attests to its viability, the1e are issues.vdlich coniinue to pose

difficuklties. Recently, the Council took action on several of these

issues. For example, it broadened the definition oflits clientele from

an emphasis on the Spanish speaking to all family farmers who have
. -

limited opportunities because of resources or background. The CieCncil*

also addressed the issue of its own membership by limiting the number

of individuals on the Council to 20, with a maximum of ihve each from

the State university system, community colleges, community private

organizations, and the University of California. ''The remainder will

come from other organizations, with a maximum of three from any single

agency. This will enable representation from family farmers, repre-

sentation that has been discussed often among Councal members. A final'

example of Council bcion concerns the purpose and goals of the Couocil,
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which have also been revised after lengthy discussion.

,

There are other issues, however, that still need attention. Some
1 it

say that if information delivery is to bp a centralmissib, it is not

clear why college, courses appear to,be the dominant means of delivery

adopted so fa.r. They suggest that family farmers are inhibited by ,

i .

colleges as iqstittltions and that colleges arestoo'prone to offer

courses that are pedagogically or substantively remote from the family

farmer's interests and needs. Relative to'the colleges, there iikcon-

fusion as to the role Of the Council in establishing policy for the
e

Resource Centers. Perhaps, sayAome,*the Council should not make Re-

a

source Center policy and therefore should not be expected to shape the

activities of any,of the program units, but simply prIvide an opportun-
,

ity for individuals with similar interests to occasionally meet and/
share information. Others, however, given experiences with the two

centers and the constraints wider which they operate, suggest that

the Council should take a more dynamic and forceful role in shaping

Resource Center policy. An apparently agreed upon but yet to be

.

impl9mented point of view is that the Resource Centers should
s

be-mobile rather than stationary, thereby coordinating existing re-
%-

sources ki the area rather than protecting the vested interests'of--
- 4

any given' institution..
..

. .

Apother issue c2pcerns the Council's ro3e in attending to agri-

cultural policy that affects family farmers. Some Council members '

remain frustrated that the Council has not been able to deal more

4 effectively and consistently with such issues. One explanation for

\

the lack of focused attention On policy mAtters by most Council members,

relates 40o the motives underlying membership in the Council. For

A WI
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many if\not most.Council members, the Cotipcil ?foes not refresent a

Catalyst for poofIty analysis or change. Inst4ad, it represents an

oppOrtunity to share knowledgeXf activities, foster friendships, and.

.

mai.pthAn the status quo. This explanation for the Council's lack of ...ti4
.-.''''--

attention to policy i;sues makes sense when seen In relationfto the

Council's internal affairs which constitute its major preoccupation.
ti

tatch housekeeping activities are important because many Council mem-
4

brs are dependent directly or indirectly on CETA funding for either'

their employment or *for the programs that they participate in. Like-

wise, membership in the Council provides legitimacy"Ab their employ-

mentsand activity. Thus, it is not surprising that the Council has not

I

been.a major source of policy ideas as it struggles to keep itself and

\

its various komponents alive and functibning. A period of tranquility,

security, and continuity will be needed if the Council is tote able to

attend systematically to.policy islues. Even then it will be able to

do so only if it can structure the Council's total activities into

clear priority areas ancl. utiljze both, ad hoc committees and a tightly

monitored agenda. as part of its operations.

Another issue concerns the role of the executive secretary, who

reports to the Council but is salaried by UC Cooperative Exterilion.

Because of the skills of the secretary and the wide acceptance and

respect of the Council members that,he enjoys, he has been able to deal

with the potenttal conflicts that such a structure presents. Never-
..

theless, it Mould be worthwhile to clarify the Council's decisiv-

making structure so that problems of authority, respoltibility, and

accountability can be avoided. Question,have also been raised as to

how the executive secretary spends [>i-S time. Some Coundil members
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believed that he should not be so involved in assisting and mo)itoring

the Resource Center comp4ents and be, more attentive to policy issues.

Although few would arl"que with such a,,position, there is a clear need_for

.

someone to carry out administrative matters, especially in light of the

reassignm&nt of the CETA representative. At the same time, it is

/

possible that 'the executite secretary has been overly attentive to

4

isuch,Council administrative matters and needs to reassess his own

4.
' priorities. b 4 r

I
\

A Overall, what dairbe said aboutIthe Council's achievement to
.

purpose

. .

date relatiye to itsrstated purpose and goal's? .As to supporting and

;)

I

promoting the economic viability of family farms Or advocating for

family farms, there is little evidence of much accomplishment. Some

of the reasons have already been
mentioned, especially the status quo

I ,
motives of many Council members. An'additional reason rests CEtA

and its leadership. At a time when continuity and stability were

I

needed in the Family Farm Prograni, from December 1980 to Spring 1981,
4

CETA appeared to do little to'slpport the Council or its components. rip

CETAli urban and rural priorities were not clear, and CETA pe.rsonrel

changes resulted. in the neglect of the complex Family Farm Program, a pro.-

Rram that-was in,n nurttmance,.lead-dit-hiP, and sugport. As

CETA Rul l ed back-sand became less predictable, the COuncil 'had to

\assume more housekeeping duties and be concerned about jts own exist-

ence. As a result, the Council's attention often turned away frOm

its family farm priorities to assessi6 its future survival.

The Council has done-much better with its third purpoe, that 'b.

la)

of facilitatiR and coordinating access to inftirmtion and other re-

sources. 3 ugh CIS and the two Resource Centers, the transmission
.. .

tij
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diWinformation during Council meetings, the relations created with'

new Resoui-ce Centers such as that aLhe College of the Desert, the

publication of a rdsource guide, and so on, the Ceuncil appears to be

making considerablg,progress in the coordination or access to informa-
1

tion and resources available to family farmers.
A

The problems discussed in this report must be resolved-'thridugh

strong leadership if the Family Farm Council is to remain a viable

organization. Leadership must not only attend to the interests of

its members and their respectiAe organizations but must define and

assess the short- and long-range goals around which members can both

rally and benefit.

However, it should be,recognized that there are no.4tIort"cuts

to creating a viable Council and there.are few successful models 14,,

from which to learn. -Because we cannot point to formulas for the

successful integration of separate agencies into,a coordinated effort,

the kinds of difficulties experienced by the Council are not unusual.

What is needed more than anything at this point is the confidence

and support' of CETA to ensure that the Council has an ipportunity to

assess its viability and chart its progress.

ti
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III. CENTRAL INFORMATION SERVICE

Th'e Central Information Service (tIS) is part of the.Small 'Farm

Center located at the campus of the University of California, Davis.

(The Small FarmCenter is ipe overall structure at the University which

houses CIS and theofficd'Of the executive secretary for the Family'

Farm Coudtil.) Originally conceived as the central location for in-
.

formation about family farming, CIS is primarily responsible for the

acquisition, storage, and dissemination of information and instruction-
..

al materials to the Resource Centers,.C6uncil member agerkies, and in-'
IOW

terested individuals. These tasks are to be:accomplished by the CIS

director and'support staff of the Small Farm Center.

For many reasons, the establishmett of CIS proved to be more

difficult than anticipated. Funding delays, cabersome and bureau- 4

A1cratic financial processing procedures, ada tation to the University's

'17ibrk schedule, the late hiring of personnel, an so cm, are buta few of .

the many reasons cehiributing to the fact that CIS began funct4oning
.e

.

a someAsix months behind schedule.. These technical difficulties, combiAed
.

with the multiple responsibilities charged to CIS by thine who originally
.

conceptualized,its structure and fqnction, made the initiates on of the

service during this period a\major challenge for the director, who

found it necessary to prioritizethe many tasks expected of him.

These tasks includ,d institutionalization of CIS, acquision and dis-
,

semination.of information, materials development, and the delivery of

other services.

rr
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A. Institu onalization of CIS 2
wol

When the director was hired in early February, 1981 he rceived a

letter of appointment from the chair of the FAMily Farm Council. The

letter outlined his'duties, indicating that he was to familiarize him-
.

self with members of the executive committee, hire staff, prom .e the

%Council, ". . . identify public and private information resourcesoie=

velop systems:to gather information, and implement program to extend

.infOrmation to targeted clientele'," and ". . . develop needs and system

.)(

to reach 1pheted Spanish-speaki4 clientele." Also mentioned in the
0

appointment letter were several long-term goals, including the promotion

of CIS, identification and development of potential useful resources,

publication of a family farm newsletter, development of a plan for

family tam-activities, identification of leverage activities that
4

would augment existing services to family farms,
)

development of rap-

port with the family lam constituency, and encouragement of more lo-

calized fancily farm ictivit/. The letter further indicated that these

long-term goals were to be achieved in collaboration with the executive .

secretary of the CounCil. However, the letter of appointment did not

mention the relationship of the dicdctor to UCCE or to the Council and

it did not spell out the specific products to be produced by CIS.

In,the absence of such specifics, the director began to develop

. ,

agenda to deal withthe short- and long-term goals of CIS.
Ig

A stiff
f, ir

res arch associate and a secretary were hired, and they began working

during the month ofifebruiry. The staff researdi associate had been

Toyed in UCCE for.severil mn9nths prior to assuming the CIS position.

IP S had been working on the production of Fimily Farm Resource Guide
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which, because of its relevance to family farmers and the mission of

CIS, soon became a project to be accomplished by CIS.

The prOduction of the guide tokik much longer than projected (to

. early June). Consequently, because the research associate was prin-

cipally involved with this task, she was of little assistance to the

CIS dirpctOr orin accomplishing other CIS priorities. In effect, the

CIS director, except for secretarial support, was left aline to accom-

plish the multiple responsibilities of CIS identified in'the appoint-

s

ment letter. In setting out on-these responsibilities, the director

apparently had little contact with the leadership of the UGGE Community .

Resource Development Program. The director did, however, work daily

z

I

ln the same office with the executive secretary of the Council, al-

though due to their separate appointments and job responsibilities,

they apparently worked for the most part independently father than as

.a team.

During the six months prior to the writing of this report, the

director spent a considerable portion'of his time introducing himself

to appropriate individuals and identifying information networks, othef

agencies, and computerized data-based sysilems for sources of infor-
e

mation relevant to family farms. The magnitude of this work for a

single individual is considerable given the number and natur' of the

organizations involved (e.g.,.California community colleges; teacher

, training programs; comilercial materials development firms; land grant

universities; community groups; UG libraries, expefiment stations,

communication and publications offices; film, audiovisual, and broad-

cast units; California State Department of Education Agricultural

Education O$fi ce, and so on).
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In addition to finding out what information is available and be-

coming aware of the- resources olrgiTer agencies, the director made

plans to develop storage and retrieval .ystems for materials to be

housed as part of CIS., Initially, this process was to be limited to

a manual system of lent g and tagging relevant materials in li-

braries and agencies.,Subsequently, these materials'were to be ab-

stracted, with theabstrtEts stored as part of the resource library.
A

.ti

Two half-time bibliographers were hired and began much of this labor-

(

intensive activity in late June. The purpose of identifying, collecting,

4nd storing materials pertinent to family farmers in California is to

disseminate this information to appropyate agencies which will in turn

make it available to interested partes locally.

00

B. Acq?isitiori-and Dissemination of Information

The acquisition and dAsemination of fam*y farm information in-
.

volves the collection and storage of information in print and media

forms .for anon to other agencies and institutions, but es-'

pecially, to the program's two Resource Centers located at Hartnell

and_Kings RIVET Colleges. To achiev is objective, CIS was ex-

pected to conduct an exhaustive review o:a-ZIlable agricultural pro-

4(t

duction and management information re''evant o family farms. Subse-

quently, it waS to collect and store such material and then dissem-

fnate it to those' interested parties in and out of the Family Farm

Program. For this purpose, a resource library was to have been ini-

tiated for the'housing of printed material and Tedia .software not

readily available through existing channels. Abstracts of publica-

tions and other materials available commercially and through librar-

ies were to have been preparedA.by CIS upon request from Council member

e 4 31
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organigatians. These users were to have\been furnished periodic refer-

ence lists and announcements of new acquisitions as well as timely

farming information on matters of statewide importance. A bilingual

newsletter was to have been published and used as a means of sharing

this information as well as establishing CIS as a major statewide

clearinghouse for information on family farming.

To acquire, review, and abstract the kind of information sought,

the CIS staff felt it had to identify and relate to a number of organi

za6ons, institutions, and other sources of information in and out of

California that produced material pertinent to family farms. It also

felt that at had to investigate the prospect of linkipg itself with

comPNerized data banks on family farms at the University and else-

where so that searches of such data files could be conducted on re-

quest. One Thu-range goal was to establish a "hot line" enabling

individuals and organizations to call in and obtain needed information.

All of these activities were to be carried out in conjunction with

th4 programs of the University of California Cooperative 5terision

(UCCE),
....

-especially the program in Community Resource Development.
0 .---/,.....,___

Both administrativ _and leadership, as cell as library storage
-''....

and access, translation services, media services, and physical space,

were to have been among the kinds of assistance provided to CIS by the

University.

C. Materials Development

Contrary to many expectations, CIS has not engaged in materials

production to any extent. The major reason for this lack of produc-
J.

tjon concerns the 'ambiguity of the responsibilities of CIS and its

staff.' Although apparently expected by some Council members, epecialry

sak
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the staff of the two Resource Centers, neither he original proposal

or the CIS director's letter of appointment mentions materials develop-

gent as an important activity of CIS. Nevertheless, the director

apparently de)Fed to respond affirmatively to at least some of the

requests for-mterials development assistance. Once having done this,

thereby reinforcing the expectation by some of receiving assistance,

the director found himself short of funds to respond adequately. The

second reason why CIS failed to engage ip materials development there-

. fore became a lack of funds. The great majority of CIS funding 'has

gone to pay salaries of the four staff members (including the Council

executivesecretary),mith only approximately 16 percent of the total

CIS budget remaining to cover-costs for materials production and de-

,
velopment. Budget restrictions in this sector have precluded the

-hiring of a materials deveTopment specialist as well as greatly

limited the subcontracting of materials to outside agencies,. Thus,

to dat CIS has not engaged in materials development to the degree

1\i'

that the Resource Centers and some Council members had anticipated.

Faced with budget constraints in materials development, the CIS

director has been contemplating a heavier emphasis on putting the

Resource Centers in touch with instructional resources that are avail-

1_

able locally. While CIS might well contemplate such an intermediary

role, the Resource Centers have to some degiee already been making this

type of contact with agencies in each of their'respective service areas.

Whether CIS can play an intermediary or a supportive role will depend

on the agreements reached by the Council and the staff members of the

respectiv,e fesource Centers.
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Although CIS has primarily been involved lip its own establish-
.

menvoft to a lesser degree, has played a supportive role to the

Resource Centers and the Council members, it has also undertaken the
fit

production of some materials. CIS can be credited with the'produc-

tion of four pieces of material: the Family FarmResource Guide, a

bumper` sticker, an information leaflet, and a recently published news-

letter.

The Family Farm Resource Guide was by far the most time-consum-

ing single piece of material ,produced at CIS. Although begun approx-

imate(y one and a 'half years ago under the auspices of the Community

Resource'Development'Program, the guide was finally packaged by the

- CIS research associate,,and the Small Farm Center is officially credited

with its production,, Essentially a comprehensive listing of agencies

and resources available to assist family fariters, the Family Farb Re-

source Guide provides names, addresses, and telephone numbers of

individuals in the area \to be contacted about family farm issues and

concerns. The guide is prepared in county.specific volumet*nd covers

all the 5$ aunties in the State of California. Also provided A an

abstract of the functions of individuals and/Or agencies listed. Ten

.
. //

copies of each rural county andgivecopies of ea urban county volume

I . .
,

.\ f

. have been'reproduced and are available free of charge. Additional
A

copies maybe ordered frOm CIS for a fee of approximatgly $5.00 to

cover reproduction costs.

With the intention of giving the'family4armAause a greater

visibility, CIS has also proddced a bumper sticker which reads "Small

Farms Make Sense," designed in a green backgmd with white lettering.

Its effectiveness'in drawing attention to the small farm issue is

unknown.

33.
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The third piece 9f material produced by CIS is a, flyer announc-

)ng the Small Farm Center. A single. sheet of white paper with green

print pn both sides, the flyer contains several paragraphs each ex-

-plaining a component of the Family Farm Program. ,A list of the par-

ticipating agencies appears on one side and, on the other, the address

and telephone number of the S9,11Farm Center is provided for those

who want further information regarding the program.

As this report is being prepared, in July 1981, CIS has just

published its first copy of the Small Farm Center Newsletter. An

eight-pOge pamphlet, the newsletter covers a variety of subjects in-

tended to spark interest in readers on issues relevant to small-scale

farming. Th51 newsletter begins by announcing the services provided

By the Cooperative Extension Program through the local county farm

advisers and proceeds to inform the reader about the recently pub-

.

lis4d Family Farm Resource Guide. Thfour center pages pyovide a

comprehensive description of the Small Farm jnformation Access Net-

work, otherwise known as the Family Farm Program. The last page, en-:

titled "Crop News," Is dedicated to the vegetable bok-choy. ,The

article ends with an invitation for thOse,interested to contact tee

Small Farm,Center for more.infamation.

D. Other CIS Services

Also related to materials developments and primarily in response

to requests made, CIS has attempted to provide suppo1rt services to

.

the two Resource Centers and Council membe00. On two or three occa-

sions, the Kings River Resource Center has requested assistance on

TV production and some audiovisual aids for a squash presentation.

The UCCE farm
\
advisers have requested a slide-sound audiovisual pre-
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senta ,,computer searches, and assistance on a.tomate disease

manual. From Hartnell Came requests for translation assistance on a

brochure from English to Spanish and a translation of a strawbArrY-
.

grading manual. In most of these instances,'CIS was unable to-re-'

svond adequately, principally because of the lack of resources, hu-

man and material, available at CIS. Another reason is that during this

particular period, the director was. handling all CIS responsibilities

virtually alone and was unable to adequately meet ill his obligations.

He nevertheless attempted to respond to as many_requests as possible.

Now that the staff research associate has completed the Family Farm

Resource Guide, she will be able to provide greatgr assistance, and

CIS will be able to more adequately serve its clients. Similarly, a

production specialist who has skills as a graphic artist and photo-

grapher will also be available-for the summer of 1981 (the began
4

working in the Center in mid-June). CIS integis to remain marginally

involved in the materials production process; its role will be'pri-*-

manly in the areas of facilitation and cdordinatiomather than in

production per se. For example, there.are plans for CIS to purchase

two slide projectors for use by Couneil.affiliates in field-testing

slide sets.

A final area that CIS has embarked upodis a needs assessment

of the family farm clientele in California. The intention is to re-

view materials and information 'related to the characteristics of family

farmers, especially those with a Spanish-,speaking background. Such a

r7vis intended to document socioeconomic characteristics, learn-

ing preferences, abilities, and educational experiences of family

farmers, as well as to identify available leiirning materials in

Council member talections appropriate to the target population.

v.)
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E. Conclusions

Thfirst six months of existence of the Central Information Ser-

.- .

vice may be characterized as typical for any.recently emerging insti-

tution which must not only.adapt to surrounding agencies ut chart its

mission within.the-constraints of programmatic realities. Aslisuch,`

the efforts of the CIS staff have not always met with success. But

neither does lack of success necessarily imply failure. Rather, as

recent events seem to suggest, the staff and all those involved with

*

CIS activities and functions have been able to learn from past short-
.

comings.

There are many reasons why CIS did not fundtion as expected.

Primary among them is the ambiguity orthe original CIS proposal to

CETA and the charge to the director relative to the mission of CIS.

The difficulty fiere is that among the multiple responsibilities and

4

expectation's of/ CIS that are mentioned in these documents, few are

spelledyut and even fewer are specified as priorities. As a result

of the lack of clear directiou,,the director took it upon himself to

develop his own agenda and priorities. He chose to concentrate pri-

marilYon the identification of available information and instructional

materials, a goal which apparently reqUires a long-term investment with

few immediate payoffs. Some members of the Council, however, expected

that more concrete tasks would be accomplished by the CIS director.

These included the early initiation of a newsletter, a more rapid

1 4

delivery of information, materials
development assistance, the eStab-.

lishment of a revource"library, and so forth.

The responsibility for the
4
ambiguity in the overall of

CIS muse be shared widely. The orlinal proposal lacked clarity and

) .
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1

,failed to specify outcomes that could be widely agreet upon. In ad-

dition, the Council 1'eadership, both the chair and the executive sec-

retary, could have been more concerned with planning and specifying

program priorities with the director,. Likewise, more leadership should

have come from the UCCE Commun\ty Resource Developmen Program; es-
.

pecially the office /4;i had line responsibility for he CIS director.

Finally,_the director himself has to take a share of the blame for not

having sought wider input into the activities of CIS and into an or-

dering of its priorities. In effect, he failed to specify on paper

hrs agenda, circulate that agenda, and develop a consensus around the

activities that he propOsed. The fact that the diredtor chose to in-

s

vest in the identification of slices of information with a long-teim

payoff left the Council and UCCE without evidence of CIS progress.

When requests for materials development assistance from the Resource

Centers resulted in long turnaround times, there was an even'more

Ldeeply held opinion that CIS was not adequately serving the important

needs of the Family Farm Program.

Relationships among and between the CIS director and others

associated with the program were often frustrating. The director bras

held responsible by some for not attending to concerns like the early

publication of the newsletter ,led the setting up of the resource li-

A

brary and by others for not delivering information and materials de-
.

velopment assistance. The director was also frustrated with the many

expectations which often did not acknowledge the limitations of CIS.

For example, few, if any, of those associated with the program in-

quired during the first four months as to how he was spending his

C.
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time or giving him counsel and needed feedback on his activities. Al-

4.

though CIS apparently was on the Council's agenda twice during Spring

1981, for example', tie agenda was crowded with other- items and CIS was

never fully Ncussed. Henc)T4two opportunities for impqrtant feed-

back from members were lost. The director alto became frustrated,vhen

the original latituli given him by UCCE and the Codncil was reduced

during the fifth and sixth months due to apparent dissatisfaction with

his priorities and accomplishments.

Although the first six months of CIS operation were character-

ized by these questions of mission, leadership, communication, ter-

ritoriality, responsibility, Viso on, there are signs that they are

being dealt with. Functionally, for example, weekly meetings among

the CIS staff, the Council's executive secretary, and UCCE Community

Releurce ! evelopment leadership are being held. These regular staff

meetings are helping to specify.concratte outcomes expected of each.CIS

Ar staff member and to define more clearly.the tasks associated with the

resource ribrary as well as info;bn acquisition and dissemination.

Structurally, recent decisions have been.made td emporarily cen-

tralize the administration of the Small Farm ,Center finder the leader-

it-
ship of the Council executive secretary. Additio lly,4-the activities

of CIS have been decentralized and separated o an information ac-

aterials development com-quisitip and dissemination component and

ponent. Each of these sectors will be h ded by a staff member in

charge of the particular component. The overall coordination of these

two components is the responsibili of the Council executive secre-

tary who, in turn, is responsib to the director of the UCCE Com-

-

munity Resource Program. It'is anticipated tha his nearrangement

35
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will permit CIS to accomplish its tasks more effectively and expedi-

'tiously through the end of September until a more suitable permanent,

arrangement can be made.

In summary, it can be said that CIS is still undergoing a very

necessary process of.discovering not only the best structural arrange-

ment for its staff but also the most effective means of meeting the

many responsibilities identified for it by Council member agencies of

which it is a part. To the degree that these administrative and pro-

gram goals are being addressed, prospects for the fucre appear

brighter.

I
.,....

r.
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RIVER FAMILY FARM RESOURCE-CENTER

e Family Farm Resource Center at Kings River College in
4k,

Reedley #as initiated with the aimfpf coordinating and enhancing
116

agricuituellA services, assistance, and training available to small

family farmers in the area-. Through CETA'and CWETA funds it sought to,t

expand;#fid perfect it own short course pogram for family farmers.

Its intention as to become a major center for that kind of training

in the Central Valley as well as to support substantially the work of

other local participating agencies (e.g., the Fresno County Farm Ad-

viser's Office, Proteus Adult Training, Inc.). Hence the dual

responsibilities of providing training and direct ance to family

farmers and facilitating the coordination among participating local

institutions in.the planning and delivery of services to family farmers

constitute the two major objectives of the Kings River Resource Cen-

ter,

Tf

In meeting the goals of service delivery and coordinatiop, the
,

Resource Center has used a combination of strategies and methods. Some

of these service delivery strategies have relied on direct face-to-

face contact with family farmers while others have utilized more in-
f

direct channel of communication to reach the target population. N-
..4

tri

rect service delivery has concentrated on short courses offered at the
-)

,
-campus and in the field, farm technical assistance through the agron-

°mist component, and routine field visits iqy the Center staff. In-

directly, services have been delivered via radio, TV., and written -

sources. It is with these objectives and the means used to meet them

`that this,gzalualion has been most concerned.
,

v° tm

e dip
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Kin11River College has long been involved in providing training

and educational services to the agricultural community. In 1977, the

College participated in a c rehens ve prograpi to serve small farmers

in association wlth Westside Planning through CETA funds. Prior to the

.0*

formation of the Resource Center, the College was engaged in what was

considered to be a very successfml Strategy for training farm workers

through the FAST program. "FAST sought to upgrade and diversify workers'

skills based primarily on an employer's need and ability,to Peewit

year-long looloyment on a single farm. Contact with other 'agencies

serving small farmers was made through the Family Farm Council. and

.Kings River appeared to be an appropriate site for the housing of a

Resource Center.

Many of the Center staff hired by Kings River facilitated the

delivery',of direct services to the target popUlation, as some had 14

several years of close working relationships with a select group of

Swish-speaking small farmers in the area. These relationships were

created while some of the current staff had been employed by West5ide

Planning and the Technical Assistance Program (TAP). The staff was'

able to bring

1
s experience with the

......

development of rtdio programs

4

,

,

and its docum ntation on some 200 farmers with Whom it had worked to

its initigion of the Kings River Center. However,
e
due to delays in

CETA and.CW A fundirig, the early beginning of the Center was also

character zed by many probleiiis. These fupdinb delays nearly resulted

in the 1 ss of valuable staff and did result in many months of minimal

4
cif lost contoct with farmers.

A
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Ceso.0The Kings River rce Center staff viewed. direct personal.

contact.with Carmers as the single most important part of the program.

As a result'T this emphasis on technical assistance, as well as the
44,

late hiring of specialized staff (mid-December 1980), fewer efforts

were spent in local resource coordination and development of ma

For example, the advisory or steering eommittee did not function, and

until December contacts, with other agencies in tire area serving family

farmers were gtmewhat irregular. It was anticipated that apprepriate

representation at the advisory committee would bring other resources --

financial, commercial, and so on- --to bear on small farm issues. How-

4

444,

ever, by late January 1981, efforts to create a Steering committee had

ceased and the Resource Center limited its priorities primarily to

technical assistance and short course instruction.

A. Materials Development and Service Delivery,

The Family"Farm Resoutce.Center at Kings River Community College

has focused its efforts on three basic areas of information dissemi-%,

nation and materials production: (1) the development of a radio and

television information program; (2) the delivery of direct training

and educational services; (3) the technical assistance offered by the

4

agronomist component, and,(4).materials development.

1. Radio and Television Information Dissemination Program

The Resource Centel has engaged in three types V' materials

development for radio pd television broadcasting: (1) disseuin-
,

ation of timely information; (2) in-depth treatment of special topics;

, and (3) live radio interviews.

42
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Dissemination of timely information includes radio broadcasting

of weather, market prices for different products, and announcements

Resource Center events and activities. Materials for these broa

A

cas re gathered from various sources. The process usually involves

a Resource Center person making telephone calls to appropriate agencies
Ls

in the.area for specific information. Once materials for the radio

program are collected, a telephone call is made to the two radio sta-

tions giving information for daily announcements.

1n-depth treatment of special topics is the second area of radio

programming on which ihe Resource Center has focused. Radio scripts

are ttie primary source of material dev oped for this type of program.

Some of the special topics covered a drip irrigation,_ farm record

keeping, farm finance, land preparation, and other topics of general

interest to small farmers.

The..main purpose of radio scripts is intikdedto introduce

farmers to new knowledge applicable to current farming,practice. As

lb*
such, the strategy involves the adaptation of agricultural research

and development inforMation for understanding by the target group.

qr
Often this takes the form of skeletal presentations of the subject

matter without much attention to detail,,. The scripts are written to

provitspecific information on available regular and slow - release fer-

tilizers, the ways of identifying efferent varieties and their uses,

and the different combinations of nutrients marketed. As no systematic

attempt to verify the impact of radio informationhas been undertaken

by the Resource Center, there is no evidence that this is the best

strategy to reach family farmers. The staff, however, feels that top-
-

ics introduced briefly through -radio i5 the bestiepproach, as it

41 4,3



holds the attention of the target audience. The Resource Center

director feels strongly that the radio is primarily a means of intro-

ducing a new topic that can be reinforced by other channels of com-

munication such as fate-to-face contact or written sources: As he

puts it, "If the fariners retain 5 percents of the materialsrbioadcast

and as a result ask for more information later; then radio has served

its purpose:"

p
Although radio scripts were adapted and updated to keep up

0
with' agricultural inhovartoni, .by and large they represent a rela-

4;

tively permanent form of material that can be repeatedly broadcast.
4i6

The bulk of radio scripts utilized by the Resource Center was de-

veloped'earlier through the Technical Assistance ProgrAm (TAP) in

Fresno. ° Because much of the clientele currently being served by the

Resource. Center were previously served by TAP and some of the Center

staff members were alto astipciated with TAP, there has not been an

-urgent reed to develop new radio.scripts.

he third type of radio programming undertaken by the Resource

Center has been live ra,d4o intwiews. Livejntvrviews involvelipe

,presenelNpf one'or more specialists at the radio station once *very 15

days for a one-half pour period, with listeners calling in with specific

questions. Usually, th is type of program beg ins with the discus'sion

of a .specific themeIrthich provides a focus for the live interview

session. Resource persons invited to these interviews have been

-both specialists in the community and Resource Center staff. Questions

received are related to both specific and general themes of d.Ocussion.

However, it is tits experience of the Resource'Center staff that their

listening audience ext,ends far beyond the family farmer. On several

occasions, for example, housewives have called in specifically asking
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questions on weed and insect control in home gardens or asking for in-

formation on different varieties of fruit trees and legumes appropriate

to the area. The staff feels that this type of direct listener feed-

back styes the function of allowing the
40e

community to inquire and make

input to the radio program and also enables the Resource Center to

learn more about the scope and nature of its listening public.

Until mid-March, the radio program was broadcast by two Spanish-

language radio stations in Frespo (KGST-AM and KXEX-FM). Timely in-'

formation, spedific topics, and general Resource Center announcements

were aired weekda 6:30 A.M. The total air time for this broad-

cast took approximately five minutes. The live intervieW program was

broadcast for one-half houi every 15 days at 1:00 P.M.

Radio broadcasts were carried out as a community public service

announcement by the stations. Although the Resource Center incufred

no charge for this free ra(/dio service, there were some serious limi-

tations to this type of public service announcement. The first of

these limitations had to do with the irregularity of program broad-

,.

casts. The Resourc6 Center staff was cognizant of the-fact that

often programs were not aired at their regularly scheduled tim

One of the immediate consequences of inconsistent radio broadcasts is

sP

MID

4

"Y

a potential loss of the.listening audience. To the degree that the

listening public was not provided with a regularly scheduled program

at fixed times, they may have become frustrated, and with time the

Resource Center may have faced a decrease id its listening audience.

el
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By mid-March, the radio program ceased to exist, due primarily to

the inadequate preparation of staff at the Center. First, the Resource

Center staff was unable to develop broadcast tapes. The efforts mpde

to generate professional q ty tapes met with consistent failures.

The individual hired inStatemtgli media specialiFt had neither the

expertise, experience, nor the equipment and facilities needed to pro-

duce master ..tapes that would meet the quality standard required by the

radio station. Second, the agronomists who were expected to both tape

and help with the recording of tapes also had no experience in

this type of work. The radio station first complained about-the poor

tape quality and eventually ended by rejecting tapes produced at the

Resource Center. The official reason given by KGST. radio station for

withdrawing its commitment to broadcast the Resource Center. radio

program was that it would be too time consuming to attempt to im-

prove the tapes produced or to train Resource Center personnel to pro-
.

duce,ketter quality tapes. Additionally, the station changed from an

18 to 24 hour broadcast day,and it cited this reorganization as

another reason why it could not give the time needed to air the Re-

source Center program. Hence, as of the second week in March, the

Centtr ceased to reach farmers through radio broadcasting.

Television was also utilized as a channel for information dis-

semi ation. Most of the television programs took the form of taped

an live interviews and slide presentations. Interviews usually)con-

isted of either the Resource Center staff members or specialists in-
,

vi her agencies in the area serving family farmers. The

question and answer sessions typically revolved around specific topics
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of general interest to the/small -scale fame.' In addition, slide

presentations and general announcements of Center events were broad-

cast through television. The television programs were aired twice

a month for half an hour each session. Their purrse was to intro- 0

duce the Resource Center facilities to the television viewing audience

and to announce future short courses and other Cattr/activities. As

with most materials,produced by the Center, little documentation of

the impact of information delivered via different channels was under-

taken. Consequently, there was little knowledgee>out the nature and

extent as well aslhe needs and interests of the target population.

Additionally, the Resource tenter lacked skilled staff capable of

producing quality material that would meet the standards expected by

the television station.

2. Direct Traiaingand Instructional Services

Providing short courses to family farmers has been a major

problem for the Resource Center from its inception. The reasons for

this recurrent difficulty in providing training stem from both in-
,

ternal and external constraints. Internal problems emanated from a

lack of coordination of available resources, short course scheduling,

inappropriate pedagogical methods employed on the target population,

and so on. Externally, the problems stemmed principally from CWETA's

strict policy guidelines as well as funding delays. Because the, short

courses were funded by CWETA monies, the agency imposed strict gui0e
i

Tines as to the minimum number of participants, types of qualified

1:4J;

participantS, a sites where short courses should, take place.

These requirement often did not permit the flexibility needed by an

agricultural program such as the one the Resource Center was attempt-

ing to offer. However, in spite of these constraints, the Kings
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River FFRC was able to offer several short courses and other form

of direct training to its family farm clientele.

The Kings River Family Farm Resource Center offer"ed a total of

seven short courses to its family-farm client*. Initially, the Cen-

ter began by providing short courses in accordance with CWETA guide-
.,

lines which stipulated that classroom instructiSeQuld occur at the

College campus,4it4 a minimum of 12 famky farmers attendiag the

40-hour block of training in sessions of eight hours each. Because of

the flexible nature of the agricultural schedU)e, however, attendance'

was not always up to the anticipa.ed levels. Later strategies sought

to design the program more ih accordance with the jtcal agricultural

schedule, with the intent of drawing larger numbers of family farmers

to the short courses offered by the Resource Center.

.411'

During Winter 1980, a seminar on vines was held. Of some 60

farmers who attended, most were well-to-do family JaMiers with some

college education. Only eight were-Spanish-speaking ind noncollege

41 graduates. This was a learning experience for the Resource Center

staff because it was realized that only a small percentage of the

target population was represented and that other strategies would have

to be devised to draw a larger representation.

As early as the Spring of 1980, the Resource Center had planned

two short courses in marketing; one scheduled to run frOM latJ4ay

to mid-September and the other from mid-June to mid-September. Due

to the lateness of contract signing between CWETA aneKings'Riv4 Col-
.

lege (September 2, 1980), however, this plan had to be altered. Irk an-

ticipation that the contract would have been signed by early Spring 1980,

4 45
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Iv family farmers were notified that a marketing course was forthcoming.

1
setting through the market mechanism.

A total of 30 family farmers v4fsited the market in an Francisq*

in three trips of ten farmers each. Transportation was provided by

Sowever, when it became clear that noofunds would be availhle to

provide ,(he short course promised, a decision was made to offer an

experience related to marketing. It was then that a field trip was

quickly scheduled to visit the wholesale market in San Francisco with

the intent of familiarizing farmers with the complexities of price

I.

the Resource Center through7a College minibus., From the Center's

point of vier:, it was felt that farmers were very pleased with the

experience of learning how the price mechanism functioned. In

addition, traveling in groups provided a setting where farmers met

one another and exchanged ideas of mutual interest.

From October through December, two regular short courses were

offered on Vegetable Production and Farm Management and Marketing.

Both were 40-hour short courses conducted i seven-to-eight-hour

sessions and funded through the CWETA contract.

The Vegetable Production course consisted of informa pre-.

4
sentations lnd field visits. Presentations were made by farm advisers

with expertise in various areas of concern to small farmers.. Topics,

covered in,these presentations focused on app;hpriate methods of weed

control, insecticides and pesticides, fertilizers, common vegetables

grown in the area,_and so on. Following these presentations, farmers

were taken on field visits tevarious farms in the area to observe the

different stages of vegetable ppoduction. Tgse visits were also in-

tended to illustrate the actual practices and field demonstrations of

topics covered in the classroom presentations. .The enrollment of 22
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participants was considered satisfactory for a short course in which
t

.

no stipends were offered to those attending.
7

Farm Management apd Marketing was the title of the other short

course offered from October through December. This was also a 40-

hdur short course wiTch, met for eight hours daily. Although only 12

individuals were officially in this short course, approxi-

mately'18 attended on a regular basis. The five participants who at-

tended the course but were not enrolled were entering-ley 1 family

farmers who were not yet long enough in the State to qua ify as

California residents. Individuals officially enrolled and who quali-

fied were entitled to a $3.10 an hour stipend through CWETA funding

sources.

,
A visit to,one of the, dais sessions found that the class was

composed of seven women and five men, of whom eight spoke Spatish

and four poke Thai. All the men except one were "ally family

farmers. The one men who was not a farmer himself was the son of a

farmer and provided farm management and record-keeping assistance to

his father. Although most of the women interviewed identified them-
.

selves as..small farmers; it appears that although they helped in the

various aspects of family farm life, it was their husbandS who were

primarily involved with farming on a full-time basis. Two young

women who were not yet small farmers were taking the farm management

course with the intent of entering the-farming practice with their

family.

The constitution of this class raises three basic issues. The

first concerns the heterogeneous nature of short Course particiTants

and the role played by different (wily members on the farm. Ttiis
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heterogeneity occurs both as a result of the different levels of ex-
,-

peridnce in farming -- entry- level, medium-level and advanced-level --

4-JP
nd the number of family members involved iri the farming enterprise.

.

Hence, instruction levels must not only be directed to diffdrent

levels of farming experience but also to various family members who

;perform different functions on the farm.

The division of labor argument is supported when one looks at

farming in today's agribusiness-dominated world. Not only is the

family farmer responsible for crop-related matters, such as land

preparation, irrigation, seed selection,Ifertilization, weed control,

harvesting, and so forth, but today's smal4 -scale farmers must also

have a good knowledge of the distribution system, credit. and banfing,

farm financing, and other administrat)vk matters if. they are to be

successful at their trade. To expect that non-English-speaking family

farmers with generally law schooling levels are themselves capable

of mastering all these areas of knowledge without family assistance

is unrealistic. The suc ess of small-?cale farming. operations de-

pends on inputs from fferent family members at various levels. It

appears therefore that an informal division of labor may be the pri-

mary reason prompting different members of farm families to take ad-

vantage of.differnt short courses offered by the Resource Center

which pertain more dictly to the area of expertise of each member.

Hence, it should be understood that not only the head of household

would particilSte in all the short courses being offered, but other

Mari ly members wouldalso take advanta of approOlgate courses de-.

pending on the role they play in the f ily farming enterprise.
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Language of inseMction is the second area of concern in short

coursoffe),ed by the Reiource Center. It has been the Resource

Center's experience that the ethnic anctlinguistic composition of

participating farmers in its short courses not only may require

that a course be taught bilingually, but at times trilingually.*

To illustrate this point, one needs only look to the short course

in Farm Management and Marketing described above. Participants in

this short course were both Wispanic and Thai farmers. Because the

majority of the participants were Spanish speakers and the instructor

was bilingual in Spanish and English, the class was conducted in

Spanish. However, in order for the four Thai small fvmers present

to benefit from the content of the cliss, translation was necessary

into their native language. Translating a class conducted in

Spanish to Thai participants is no easy task and requires the use of

( a third language -- English. This lengthy and cumbersome process

required Spanish-English and Thai - English bilingual ind)viduals pre-
.

sent in the classroom twtranslate the class,5ontent from Spanish

into Thai. The actual process.involved in translating the content

into Thai was the following: The instructor conducted the class in

Spanish, a bilingual Spanish-English agronomist translated the 009-.

tent into English to one If the Thai small farmers who 'spoke some

English, not without difficulty, and who, in turn, relayed the

41 message to fellow Thai speakers. The old adage "One always loses

something in translation" is ap underst'atement indeed in such class-

room situations; it is not known the extent to which Thai farmers

benefited from the total class content. Classrooms composed of in-

divide:1's wtth more than one non-English-speaking participant make

the language of
instructida very complex problem which requires
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careful working out before short course participants can benefit to

the maximum from the materials presented. Because classes were left

opeNer enrollment and attendance was generally 10w, multAlinguali m

appeared to be an inherent problem in the type, of short courses

offered.

A third issue related to short courses pertains to the methods

employed by the Resource Center in recruiting and selecting family

,farmers for%different educational services. Although all small

farmers in the area may participate in educational services offeied

through the Center, conversations held with Center staff, as well as

with small farmers, suggest that participants have been discriminatingly

selected to participate in certain short courses. Some amount of

selection may not be altogether inappropriate, given the many con-
k

straints associated with CWETA criteria for participant qualification,

availability of stipends, limitation of facilities and other resources,

-")pd the like. To be sure, the Resource Center staff must judiciously

apply some criteria in the selection of individuals whom it feels will

benefit most from such ing experiences. It is advisable, however,

that great care b aken in this selection process so as not to exclude

eligible family farmers in need of Center services. Recruitment is,

therefore, an issue which reires appropriate strategies so that

family farmers in the area will be able to equally benefit from ser-

vices provided by the Resource Center.

Between January and March 1981; a total of four short courses

were,offered to family farmers. The first was a 40-hour course en-

..titled Marketing Decisions. This short course ran from January 26 to
I. - .

5:3
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February 10, 1981, and met daily for four'hours except for an eight-

hour day.ih which a presentation was made by representativOf various

agencies in the area serving family farmers:. Tge class, with a total

of 28 participants enro.14ed, was taught principally by the Resource

tenter director. Although this was a 40-hour course, average atten-

dance of the 28 participants was only 16 hours. an half of the

participants attended less than 10 hours and only four family Tamers

actuall)rco4leted all 40 hours of'class time. here were six females

enrolled and all but two participants were Spanish surnamed.

From P'ebruary23' to' 25, a 20-hour evening course was offered in

Vegetable Selection. The class met three times from 6 P.M. to 10

with a 10-hour meeting one night when the participants were taken on

a field trip to the market '%,,,San Francisco. Twenty -two, articipants

attended theis 'course for an average of 14 hours. Five participants

attended a maximum of 18 hours; the majority attended 14 hours or less.

The class was tali:lased of 18 males and four females.

Instructors in the short course were representative of various

agencies in the area serving the client population. Representatives

of IJC Extension, County Extension, and the Resource Center made pre-

sentatons on topic's ranging from soil selection to marketing strate-/

gles pertinent to diverse vegetable crops. Follow-upjAscussions of

materials covered ih,...the class were conducted during the trip to the

market in San Francisco.,

The trip to Sao Franciscb as a part of this course was con-
. ,

ceived'as a practical dimension intended to familiarize producers with

factors which determine the price of produce. Through such direct

experience farmers became aware of the importance of,gualitY control
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and ofthe timing of harvest in determining market prices. Partici-
,

, pants left Peedley at 1,0:30 P.M..and arrived in San Francisco at 2 A.M.

\optimu trade tip Whicelloccurs be ween 2 and 5 in the morning;

The trip was planned scp-that partici nts would rea9(the marhot at
64

jimi _Equip ent Fabrication and Repair was the third short course

offered after January 1981.: Held from February 24 to April 25, this
,...

class met on,Thursday and Friday evenings for a total of six hours a
...

4tek. The announcement flyer advertised a 54-hour short course in-

i tended to provide skills in the truction and repair of such equip-

meg,t as hot beds, green houses, pesticide applicators, storage bins,

and so on to be offered at the College campus. Course announcements

were printed in Spanish. and in English separately.

.

The class role shet listed 17 attendees, but only eight were

officially registered. The attendjance was rathdP. irregular with only

two participants havtng taken more than 20 hours of instruction.0e
a

majority took no more than 9 to 12 hours. Instruction was provided by

art English-Spanish bilingual College faculty member in the Diesel De-
.

partment, who was considered knowledgeable in the area.

Several reasons were given by the Resource Center staff as causes

of low course attendance. The first related to the poor'timing of

course offerings and the inappropriateness of the subject matter

offered. Because farmers were busily involved with spring planting, it

was felt that more appr6priate topics such as fertilizer, pesticides,

or seedling selection would have been of greater iInterest to partici-

pants." However, as EDD persOnnel held firm to CWETA guidelines and
°

the contra teal obligations in the original Kings River proposal, the

4
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Resource Center was unable to alter the course-offering schedule or

to opt for more appropriate topics. Traveling distance was

I

the second

factor limiting attendance. Most of the participailts lived in neighbor -

irtq 10 to 26 miles away from the College, where the courses were

offered. As most farmers have vehicles with big engines and no stiff

pends were provide eto help with transportation costs, the Center'staff

believe the combination of distance from place of instruction and the
P

withdrawal of stipends were further factors contributing to low atten-

dance.

The last short course to be offerer by the Resource Center was

Application of Chemical Products in Agriculture and Calibration of

Machinery. This 20-hour course o scheduled from February 24 to

April 25, and met on Saturday mornings for approximately four hours

each s sion. Initially, the class started by meeting for six hours,

but because armers were inv lved with spring planting it was agreed

that three -to- four -Flour sessi s would be a more, appropriate length

of time. The class was conducted by one of the Resource Center agrono-

mists with considerable experience practical instr
ziot

In contrast with prior sh t courses offered by the/Resource

Center, this class met on a ce traliy located farmer's field. As

a result of centralized locate n and practical orientation, the

course drew 12 to 15 participants er session. The instructor felt

that taking instruction to the field where demonstration and practice

tak4place in real-life situations provided farmtrs with a unique

hands-on experience: A practical test was also planned for the

end of the course; its intent was to have each farmer routinely

.r:74%
oak)
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go through the process of calibrating machinery to determine course

mastery.

3. _Agronomist Component

The agronomist compOnent represents a collaborative effort of

local institutions to pool together their resources and work toward

the accomplishment of common goals. Under the advocacy of the Kings

River Family Farm Resource Center, this human resources component was

conceived as an outreach service which would maintain direct human

contact between the Center and the Spanish - speaking farmers as well

as deliver technical assistance in the fielo. The ultimate objective

was to stabilize the economic base of self-employed family farmers and

generte further employment as 4 result of a more dynamic economic

activity in the area. The Fresno ETployment and Training Commission

(,FETC) provided funds for three bilingual agronomist salaries for a '

period of six months, and P teus (the local adult education institu-

tion) was entrusted with the administratien of the funds. Although .

agronomists worked in close cooperation with local county farm ad-

visers, their' overall coordination was under the direction of the

Resource Center director

Until the formal iring of the individuals who constituted the

agronomist program, Z he Resource Center had spent a great deal of

effort to resolve t e any issues associated with the institution of

ft
this Center component. As the agronomist component was not initiafly

conceivetin the overall delivery-of-services program, there were

those who felt that such a technical team might potentially duplicate

the technical assistance proyided,by the UC Extension Program. There

were still others who argued that" Council program should only be

4
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an information end educational services delivery program ad not

another technical assistance vehicle. The Resource Center's argu-
%

ment for an agronomist program, however, centered on the, concept of

tr

information delivery.

AP
According to the Center staff, agronomists represent one more

information delivery channel which 041 maintain a liaison of face-
.

to face contact with the family farmers served in the cbaimuniti. As

such, the agronomist component was not to function solely as a techni-

cal assistance service but as a means of providing Spanish-speaking

farmers with timely information at an interactive level- which would

permit a two-way communication bdtween the-Resource Center representa-

'tives and the family farmers. The Center's rationale for an agrono-
A

'mist component was based on the fast that ,a large number of the cll-

entele served were either entering-level farmers or producers with

few years of self-employment in farming and therefore in.greater'need

of personal face-to-face services. These so-called "hard-case farmers"

were the primary target of the agronomists, who visited them peri-

odically to announce Center services available and provide field

technical assistance. It is the opinion of the Resource Center sta

that one-to-one agronomist contact is the most powerful means of

reaching this sector of the Spanish- speaking family farmers. As an

information delivery channel, it is felt that, unlike radio, television'v

or the printed media, which maintain a one-way flow of information

from the Center to the clientele, agronomists enable a reciprocill flowi

of information which simultaneously delivers Resource Center services

and gathers feedback to help the Center plan for future services to

iN
ek
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be offered. Field information collected on these farmer visits were

recorded in agronomist logs.
I

From analysit of'agronomist logs 'and interviews with Center staff,

it appears that approximately 120 Spanish-speaking farmers were con-

4 \N

tacted on a regular basis by the agronomist component. Each of the

three full-time agronomists made two routine visits a month to 40

farmers in his geographical area. In addition to the regular visits,

agronomists also made visits in response to requests received at the

Resource Center. Requests for agronomist services were primarily of

an emergency nature. When farmers encountered pest and insect prob-

lems, plants did not look as 'expected, or other similar difficulties

41 After the hiring of the multimedia specialist in December 1980,

the Kings River Resource Center engaged in various aspects of materials

production and development. Due to the late hiring of the individual 3

411 .to fill this position, the Center had been somewhat behind its antici-

arose, telephone calls were made to request a technical assistance

visit. Family farmers usually took advantage of visits to inquire

into various aspects of farming. Questions commonly asked of agrono-

%

mists were: "Where can I buy this?" "What type of fertilizers should

I Use?" "How do I control this disease?" and so on. In addition to

the 240 routine visits and request visits, the Center director and

the agronomiit ill charge of_the_radio program also made periodic field

visits. Hence, the4Resource Center directo; estimated that his staff

,
made between 300 and 400 family farmer visits per month between

January and June 1981.

4. Materials Development

pated materials production schedule. By December, the Center had

identified a specialist who was bilingual_in English-Spanish and pur-.

59
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portedly had considerable experience in photography and graphic

materials layout and production. Although it appears that not all the

agreed upon tasks were accomplished, various materials were neverthe-

less produced between December and mid-March 1981.

Materials developed by the Resource Center have focused on the
ti

production of (1) announcement flyers, (2) slides, (3) video tapes,

(4) radio master tapes, and (5) curriculum booklets.

The greatest amount of materials produced were flyers announcing

Resource Center activities. Prom the sample flyers analyzed for this

report, it appears that a considerable investment of time was made

producing what was intended as a simple activities announcement strategy.

The flyers are basically a colored sheet of paper with typed announce-

menis in Spanish on one sideand English on the other. Usually, a

4 drawing of a symbol of the subj matter to be offered was the center

of attention. Information reg rding time and place of the activity,

a simple street diagram illustrating the place of meetings sand

the address and phone number of the Resource Center were also given.

Asked how much time was spent the production of each "flyer, the

media specialist responded between six to eight hours. The use of

graphics was cited as the most time consuming of all activities in-

volved in flyer 'production.

In assessing the merits of this type of flyer, the t'me of pro-

duction and the quality of the materials need to be asses ed. If the

purpose of these flyers was simply to announce Resource Center events,

six to eight hours product-ion and dissemination time may not be cost

effective. As to quality, the English side of the flyers was generally

acceptable while the Spanish side often contained elementary grammatical
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errors. Although the educational levels of Spanish-speaking small,

farmers are generally accepted too be below the eighth grade level,

these mistakes are easily detected by anyone with an elementary reading

knowledge of Spanish.

Slide production has been another active area of audiovisual

materials development. Slides are intended as instructional aids and

focus on various topics of short courses offered. The procedure for

their development involves the media specialist making field visits

with agronomists and taking pictures of inappropriate and appropriate

ways of preparing land, planting, placement of "hot caps," 'Insect and

pest problems, and so on. In addition to usage in classroom situations,

slides have also been used on some television presentatiodi made by

the Resource Center staff.

There is no question that slide use can be an im rtant instruc-

tional aid. This appears especially valuable when a contrastive ap-

proach is used to depict "before" and "after" conditions. It is as-
.

sumed that such instructional strategies provide farmers with a system-

atic and coherent approach to problem solving. Unfortunately, the Re-

source Center has not conducted any sort of piloting of(its slides to

assess their educational impact on the learner. Although the Resource

Center included as
r1

one of its goals the piloting and learner verifica-

tion of instructional materials produced, the Center has not )et under-

taken any type of materials assessment.

A third type of materials production has been thR development of

video tapes for television4proentation. Between December and March,

three video tapes were produced. These tapes have not yet been broad-
.

cast Apd consequently it is not certain the extent to which they will

seilve their intended purpose. As with other types of' materials pto-
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ducti,on, video tapes have not been.piloted to assess their utility or

'impact.

Radio master tapes have also been produced. The media specialist

was entrusted with the responsibility of producing tapes to be broad-

,. cast at the local radio station. However, the Resource Center did not,`

have the expertise, facilities, or equipment to produce quality master

tapes acceptable to the radio station, The Resource Center staff

reported that master tapes produced in the trailer with inadequate re-

cording equipment and poor acoustics were rejected by the radio stataan

as unfit to broadcast. The radio station first tomplaineeand later

withdrew its commitment to. broadcast the Resource Center radio material.

Poor tape quality and a change in broadcast schedule were given by the

radio station as,official reasons for termination of the radio broad-

cast.

In addition to the above materials, Ur Resource Center also pro-
4

duced two curriculum booklets. These were produced as instructional

guides for the short courses in Application of Chemical Products in

Agriculture and Calibration of Machinery. The curriculum material was

developed by one of the Center agronomists in charge of the course with

the dssistance of the multimedia specialist.

The booklets were planned and developed with two purpAes in mind.

First, they were to serve as an instructional guide for the class in-

structor who could follow a sy§tematic method of.materials presentation.

At the same time, the participants could also be given the 10-page book-

let for later reference. The texts abound with Clear and simple draw-.,

ings of the machinery discussed and their appropriate calibration and

use. The principal emphasis in the chemical products manual focused

MP
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on safety and the use of appropriate chemical products. The Resource

Center staff felt that to the extent that farmers were given something

concrete to take home after the class, the course contentmtt ould have

a more lasting effect than a lecture:only type method.

B. College,Support

As of the end of May 1981,, the Family Farm Resource Center at

Kings Rivers College consisted of two trailers temporarily stationed

on blocks next to the Land Department. The smaller trailer, which has

been there since June 1980, housed the director's office, the radio

programmer and the secretary. The larger trailer is principally used

by the agronomists and the materials development spedialist. The

second trailer was acquired in January 1981, when the Resource Center

staff complained of limited space in the smaller trailer As a result of

the addition of three agronomists who became a part of, the L enter staff

in nid-December 1980. Earlier, a request was made by the Olource

Center to secure a larger and more permanent space as well as necessary

equipment, but the College could only come up with a second trailer

and a promise to rent office equipment. The promise was never ful-

filled, both trailers continued to lack bookshelves and adequate filing

cabinets.

Although there is reason to believe that the College and Resource

Center staff worked constructively, there were also some diffi-

culties. For example, one incident cited as evidence of the College's

lack of support involved a classroom scheduled for the short course

in Farm nhipagement bld Marketing.. A request was made to reserve a
%

classroom for a one-week, 40-hour class. After some deli1erations,

tire Resource Center staff was informed that a classroom would be made

a
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available. The day the short course was to begin, approximately rs

course participants and the instructor were led to a 12 x 15 foot room

with no windows and lacking basic classroon)supplies such as chalk

and blackboard erasers. This emergency accommodation was perceived by

the pesource Center staff as an indication of the College's general

lack of interest in the Center's activities. To the staff this'was

a,pparentaas the classroom request was Made one month prior t e "

beginn f the short course. Further inquiries, however, revealed

that regularly scheduled classes at the College are planned one

semester in advance and that seldom is a classroom scheduled for a

40 -htur, one-week session. The principal problem in this instance

,(
appeared- to be a difference in schedules between the College and the

Resource Center. Whereas the college schedule assigns classrooms, one

semester in advance and for a set number of hours per class day, the

Resource Center's schedule was planned with much shorter lead time and

for 40-hour blocs of time. This intensive, block-scheduled, 40-hour

training package is apparently a requirement imposed by CWETA's strict

guidelines and 15 ultimately responsible for this conflict between

the Resource Cent and the College administtation.

Asked whether the College had-made audiovisual materials and

equipment available for instructional use, the Resource Center staff

responded that greater collaboration from the College might have been
4

expected. It was pointed out that in one instance the Center had re-

quested and received an overhead projector to be used in one of its

short courses and that the equipment was soon recalled by a faculty

member who complained that the Center had the projector too long. TO

the extent that the Resource Center was obliged to return the projector

.1'
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before making full use of the equipment, it felt that its activities

and services were not receiving the respect and attention deserved.

Subsequent to the hiring of the multimedia specialist, the Re-

t
source Center was able to make greater use of the audiovisual center

on campus. From interviews conducted with both the Resource Center's
.-

media specialist as well as with the College media specialist, it

appears that the Resource Center specialist sought information and

suggestions on many occasions from his College counterpart and made

use of the video tape and tape recorder equipment. The relationship

between the'two was described as cordial: However, from some of the

questions askqd of the College media specialist, :it was concluded

that the Resource Center multimedia specialist was an inexperienced

individual in the position for which he was hired.

These examples of technical and procedural difficulties between

the Resource Center and the College are not atypi al and are linked

to other, probably more basic, conflicts that concern the mission of

the Center and the College as well as,personality differences among

the individuals who are associated with both. Looking at these issues

from the College's point of view, the College was attempting to recruit

a new clientele for its courses, hoping to build on its successful

experience with its farm labor instructional program, referred to as

FAST. 'According to the College, bowdver, the Family Farm Program did

not prove as successful as hoped (especially the short courses) be-
.

cause of several reasons: CWETA's guidelines for scheduling and

classifying acceptable clientele were inflexible, agronomists served
A

the farmers too well and there was no need for the farArs to,attend

4
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courses; the Spanysh-speaking population identified as a priority was

too ,farrow; the classes offered were in competition with those offer

by-UC farm 'advisers; the use of stipends to motivate farmers was a false

and inappropriate incentive-for participation, and farmers were too con-

cerned with the presenX and not enough with their future informational

needs. The College feels that it supported the program to the fullest

4.,

extent possible ilat?these problems were in some cases unmanageable and '"

in other cases the result of immature leadership in the Center.

r..om the Center't vieooint, the College never took advantage

ofhe extramural funds to make a difference in its own institutional

orientation and commitments. For example, the College leadership cid

not attempt to facilitate the involvement by the Land Development

faculty in the Center's family farm activities. There was never any

real acceptance by the Land faculty of the importance or legitimacy of

the Family Farm Program. Likewise, the Center staff feels that the

College never delivered adequately on its scheduling, audiovisual aids,

equipment, supplies, facilities, transportation, parking, and other

such commitments. The Center also feels that the CWETA-supported

individual who waito handle administrative matters between the Center

and College failed to live up to time and work expectations, leaving

much of the administrative responsibility in the hands of the director.

Likewise, a secretary supported by CETA was ass/gned to the Land Divi:

sion but was said to have done little to assist the Family Farm Program.

Needless to say; when the College decided to withdraw from the

CWETA contract and considered doing so from the CETA contract as well?'

some of these issues were involved. It is probably safe to conclude

.
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that the College was both supportive and an obstacle and the Center

leadership was bah inexperienced and forward looking. Whether the

College will pursue additional CETA funding and, assuming this is

sought and awarded, whether it win attempt to build upon the CETA

risk capital to build a new capacity to address family farmers in the

College is questionable. At least very little that the College has

done to date to rela,e directly with family farmers leads one to be-

lieve that it will use CETA funds to foster a long-term program where

none has existed.

In this regard it is important to distinguish between the

College's program for-farm labor -- which is conducted at the request

of large land owners -- and farmers. The latter is, as implied

in this report, a completely difterent.clientele with whom the College

has neither a record nor an apparent commitment.

, I
Conclusions

Although the Resource Center at Kings River College spent a
e

great deal of effort attempting to serve the needs of its client

"family farmers, it has-not been able to accomplish all of its planned

objectives. Problems obstructing the attainment of Resource Center
0-

goals stem from both external and internal constraints. Externally,

the Center was obliged to deal with fUnd g agencies, local agencies

serving the family farmer, rd the College. ternal constraints re-

late to in-house functions of the Center and hai to do more specif-

icalTy with the human anlymhysical resources avail-a le, planning and

execution of tasks, general administration of the p gram, and ser-
.

vices provided to the target population.
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Funding for the first' year of the Resource*Center operZttion was

made available from Stke CETA as well s from CWETA'grants. While

CETA policies presented little diffic ty with the disbursement of

funds, CWETA's strict policies and guid Ines were a major and con-
,

stint source of problems for the Resource Center. Because,CWETA funds

'I were intended for some staff salaries, materialsproduction, provi-
.

)..kon of short courses, stipends, Snd aclulsition of materials and

equipment, aoy delay or difficulty in disbursement of funds proved to

hinder seriously the delivery of.services to the family farmer.

Early on the Resource Center was faced with CWEIA funding de-
..

lays. Negotiation of contracts between CWETA and the College was ex-

petted to take place in the Spring of 1980. This crucial step in

securing funding did not actually ,take place until September 1, 1980,

several months behind schedule. As a result of this initial delay,

the Resource Center was late in hiring the radjd programmer and the

multimedia specialist.and, consequently, materials development and pro-
.

duction in these areas also pffered setbacks. While the radio pro-

grammer was officially hired. as soon as the contract was signed, the

media specialist did not begin work until n224icgmber 1980. Onoe
/-

hired, however, these two individuals were able to carry out their work

with no411rect interruptions from the funding source. The short courses,,

on the other hand, were always criticized for not meeting CKTA guide-
.

activities for &WA was incessantly critical of the short course pro-
.

gram's inability to meet contractual obligations. CWETA's complex

guidelines required that short courses be conducted in 40-hour blocks

9
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of eight hours per day, serve only family farmer heads of household,

meet at authorized locations, follow schedules set at the time of pro-
.

posal submissiOn, and so on. CWETA generally expecik these and similar

criteria to be met all programs funded under its auspices. While

industrial and urban programs have apparently little difficulty meeting

this employment upgrading model specifically designed Obr them, rural,

self-employed family farmers are only able to participate in flexible

programs which are designed around the agricultural schedule. Atten-

dance at short courses offered after January 1981 began to steadily de-
.

,Crease. To by sure, CWETA's requirement that courses be held'for six

to eight hours per day had much to do with decreasing enrollment.

Starting in January, farmers were busily involved with land preparation

and other actiyities necessary for spring planting. Some of the courses

, scheduled for longer periods of time oftep had to be modified and adapted

to farmers' time constraints, a decision not favorably looked upon by

the EDD office.

The Resource Center, because of,climatic and other conditions, was

not able to provide classroom and on-the-job training according to op- ,

timistic proposal estimates. Even in cases where the minimum number of

clientele in attendance was surpassed, CWETA selection criteria often

disqualified participants on the grounds that they were not household

heads or there was more than one family ,m, ber in attendance, and,5o
e

on. Additionally, adherence to the number of training hours was not

always met as specified in the proposal. As a result of these and

other factors, the Resource Centerjound.itself constantly in(a de-

. fensive position and in the crossfire between the EDD office and the

College'zdministration. By mid -larch 1981, the Center staff was doing
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little more.than 'attempting to appease the EDD office and the College

0

administration, as the latter was threatening to close down the pro-

gram. The tension and uncertainty created by EDD and the College re

tive to -cwEyA put unnecessary pressure orlthe Resource' Center and EDD

should beer much of the responsibility for the Center's inability to

adequately serve its client family farmer.

Withdrawal of stipends was another reason given for low course

enrollment. Pa).ticipating family farmers had long been accustomed by

previous programs in the area to receiving stipend allowances for

attending classes. Having inherited this tradition, the Resource Center
4

initiated its training program by offering stipends to qualified

% participants at one of the fi4k1 short courses offered from October to

December 1980. Because of many bureaucratic delays, however, partici-

pant farmers did not receive the stipend check from the EDD office

until several months later. Meanwhile, farmers were blaming the Re=

source Center for not having followed through on its promises to pro;

41 vide stipends. Given the delay in processing and the dependence cre-

V
ated by stipends, the Resource Center decided to eliminate any type of

S.

remuneration generated from class attendance. The full impact that

the withdrawal of stipends had on short course attendance is not known.

To be sure, farmers relied upon this financial support to cover some

portion of transport tion and other costs. It is not likely, however,

that family farmers w re attending class with the sole purpose of re-

ceiving stipends. The f.. thANZnmers'continued to attend short

.courses until late March, albe" in smaller numbers, suggests that

A
.
-.participants

.

were not simply attending ciass with the intention of re-

ceiving stipends.
4

cn,
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Saturation of services deliverecte.g., UCCE) and a multiplicity

of anncies serving,the target pulation represent another source of

external factors affecting class attendance. Family farmers in the area

have long been served by agencies and programs providing similar ser-e,

vices to those offered b the Resource Center. Recently, as a result

of special personnel hired by the UC Extension service, a certain amountn

of-duplication of services tfas been apkbowledged. Not only are UC'Ex-

..

tension Spanish-speaking farm advisers providing technical assistance

to Spanish-speaking family farmers in the area but, increasingly, ad-

visers have been organizing hbrt courses for the client population. As

4r-4

a result of the fundamental needs of the stall -scale farmers being

addressed, courses offered by the UC Extension program and those of-

fered by the ResourCe Center were generally on the same subject

matter (e.g., crop selection, marketing, fertilizers). Hence, family

farmers may well be saturated with similar services from two different

agencies which may be vying for the same target population.

A final element in explaining the. lack of attendance in the short

courses relates to what was known about the family farmers in the area.

The Resource Center staff was generally recogized for its agricultural

knowledge and credentials, the considerable rapport it hiad with farmers,

and the familiarity it had with the biophysical environment in the %

area. In lition, the st ff was bilingual and

tural values of the family farmers with whom

the farmers, who often promised the agronomist

iliar with the cul-

rked. When asked why

t they would enroll

in the short courses, didn't do so, the Center staff responded that in

the final analysrs didn't know the farmer's needs or wants to the

extent necessary. The staff felt that the program was based primarily

1.
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on material that was dictated by theTUnders, the Resource Centhr, and

the College in the absence of sufficient consultation with the farmers.

Such consultation could have occurred but the techniCal assistance pro-

vided by the agronomists apparently took priority over needs assessment.

The College is the third external factor which has to some d g e

affected the Resource Center in the delivery of services. The gener 1

College attitude toward the Resource Center may best be characterized

as passive acceptance rather than active support. Such acceptance goes

beyond the temporary trailers and AV difficulties mentioned earlier and

'instead concerns the general reception and attitude of the College

toward the program.

As an agency serving the agricultural community, for example, the

tResource Center was expected to be fully institute nalized as a part

of the College's Land Divi,sion. This institution lization was conceived

as a symbiotic process whereby both the Resource Center and the College

structure were to be brought into greater coordination in the delivery

of services to the family farmer in the area. After one year of exis-

tence next to the Land Department, however, very little communication

occurred between the Department and the Resource Center. As a newly

emerging institution, the Resource Center staff felt that the Land De-

partment and the College as a whole could'have been of much greater

service. Insteak..the Center staff often felt unwanted, and although

at the technical leveI(assistance to the Center was not denied, a

certain lever of passive compliance and, in some cases, mild resristufee

icould be inferred. In effect,- the College failed to view the G. as

a catalyst to making changes in the, direction and commitment of the

Land Divispon and the College as a whole.
4
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Scheduling appeared to be the source of one of the greatestprob-

lems between the College and the Resource Center. Because the College

% operates on a semester schedule, coordination and allocation of re-

sources are planned approximately six months in advance. Due to the

h
small scale of oper tion of the Resource Center, CWETA guidelines, and

the flexible nature of the agricultural season, however, the Center

tended to work best on short-term scheduling. The College persOnnel

insists that the Resource Center director was well aware of College

services available and the schedule regulating their use. But,

according to College administrators, rather than requesting materials

and equipment within the regular College procedures, the Resource

Center often demanded the use of facilities and services at the last

minute and expected to be given preference in their use. A frequent

problem cited by the College Audiovisual Department was thai equipment

checked out was often returned t . Additionally, different indi-

viduals would on occasion cone to request equipment on behalf of the

Resource Center. As many of these individuals (agronomists) were not

formally introduced as Resource Center employees, the College audio-
.

viSual personnel were reluctant to lend equipment.

There are also several internal constraints which affected the

Resource Center's ability'to achieve its goals. The first of these

relates to personality differences between key individuals. From the

very beginning of the program, the Resource Center director anticipated

reluctance on the part of the College *t accepting a Resource Center

principally serving Spanish-speaking family farmers. Although the Re-

source Center apparently never turned away any family farmer seeking

service and assistance, initially, its basic orientation and language
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of communication targeted the Spanish-speaking rather than the English

speaking family farmer. Even though the Resource Centera tivities were

announced both in English and in Spanish, the College's orient ion was,

truly to both groups while the Resource Center defined its target,

population as the Spanisk speaking.

The Center' director justified his narrow focus on several ground-4d.

First, the policy guidelines from both CWETA and the Council specified

the Spanish-speaking family farmer as the target group in greatest

need of assistance. While the Council merely suggested a direction to
I

be followed, the EDD CWETA monitor held the Resource Center to this

contractual obligation stipulated ii the proposal. These policy guide-

lines, which oriented the emphasis of the Resource Center to the

1
SpanIh speaking, were clearly known by the College's short course

coordinator who was thoroughly familiar with both the Council and

CWE7A's expectations. Second, the Center director felt that Spanish-

speaking family farmers represent the largest ethnic group of small-

scale farmers in the area and those in greatest need of assistance.

Th s acknowledgement and the director's commitment to a target popu-
1

lat on with whom he had worked through previous programs, further di-

rected the ResIrce Center in working principally with Hispanic family

farmers. This programmatic emphasis was interpreted by the College as

a case of cler bias toward only one ethnic group. Hence, these

factors contributed-to an early attitude of reluctance on the part of

the College to actively support the activities and function of the Re-

source Center. The CWETA-supported College administrator apparently

did little to dispel this reluctance.

A second internal constraint concerns the materials produced and

the services delivered by the Resource Center. These in turn refltct

4
"4.
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the level'of expertise and experience of individuals hired to fill the

positions of media and radio programmer. From interviews conducted with

key individuals as well as the analysis of materials, it appears that

.
the multimedia specialist was both inexperienced and lacked expertise

in the area for which he was hired. The expectations for this position

may have been overly demanding and the salary offered wasetoo low to

attract'experienced individuals. The position was-open for several

months before the Resource Center found someone1Who wanted and who

10!
was considered appropriate for the j5lb. With time, however, it was

ducovered that the specialist hired had only marginal knowledge of

the tasks expected of him and that his cited experiences in media pro-

duction were limited to amateur interest in the subject rather than

actual work experience. Although it was generally agreed that the

media specialist took his job seriously and he was committed to the

goals and'objectives of the Resource Center, materials took too much time

to produce and were of dubious utility for their intended purposes.

The radio programmer, on the other, hand, had previous experfice

in the dissemination of information through radio broadcasts. An

agronomist by training, the radio programmer had acquired radio ex-

perience as a volunteer in a local bilingual radio station as well as

through his former association with TAP. His responsibilities at the

Center, however, called for activities in various domains, including

radio announcing, technical assistance to farmers in the field, and ,

so on. As a result of the many tasks expetted of him, radio pro-

gramming activities were primarily livted to the delivery of timely

information such as weather and crop reportS", market prices, and up-

coming Resource Center activities and Services.
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In spite of these drawbacks, the limited Resource Center staff

has worked very hard to deliver services to its target population.

Radio programs and short courses have been two activities into which

much effort has gone. Although there has been little evaluation of the

impact of these services, the 2ter personnel feet that on the basis

of informal conversations held with participants the services are well

received by small farmers. If the Center continues to fUnction, it is

advisable that the staff place more emphasis on formally documenting

the appropriateness of its materials and scripts and their effect on

the farm practices of the target population for whom services are pro-

vided. Some documentation may be easily obtained, for example, by

asking participants a few brief questions about materials received or

the course in which they partic ted or by having agronomists make a

log of telephone inquiries r asking farmers during farm visits whether

there are other areasin which services could be offered.

Finally, the Resource Center at Kings River has not dealt ade-

quately with its function as a coordinator of other family farm re-

sources in the area. The Center should seriously assess the prospects

for initiating a broadly-based steering committee to assist in the

fulfillmeht of the Center's contractual obligations for coordination.

Such a committee shouldop-en the Center and the College to facilitating

the work of other agencies in the area that are or could be concerned

with family farm issues. Likewise, such a committee could assist to

avoiding the duplication of services or conflict with services offered

by others.
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This coordination function has always been a major goal in the

overall conceptua i zation of the Family Farm Program. Whether Kings

River or any community college has a sufficient vested interest in in-

tegrating its own mission with that of other community agencies, how-

ever, is problematic. This is especially apparent when, as in this

instance, such integration concerns the delivery of information through

courses which are the basis for a College's existence financially.
4

Because of s interest, the College is inevitably in competition

with other like UCCE, for the enrollment of a potential

client population, and may not be inclined to foster collaborative

community activities in the service of family far6rs.

Mgr
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V. HARTNELL FAMILY FARM RESOURCE CENTER

The Family Farm Resource Center at Hartnell College, Salinas,

was established to coordinate and enhance the training and services

available to family farmers in the Central Coast area. As part of its

program, the Hartnell Center proposed expanding and perfecting its

short course program for family farmers as well as supporting in a sub-

stantial way the work of the other locally participating agencies (e.g..

the Farmers Cooperative Service, the Co-op Confederation, the Monterey

---e
County Farm Advisers Office, and so on). This dual responsibility of

providing training and outreach assistant' directly to f'amily farmers

and facilitating coordination among the orticijoating local institu-

tions in the Planning and delivery of services to small-scale farmers

constitutes the major objectives of the Hartnell Center. la addition

to providing a guideline for programmatic-action, these goals also

establish the parameters of this evaluation.

A. Facilitating_Coordination

The Hartnell Center emerged from a long history of collaborative

activity among family farm service agencies in the Salinas/Watsonville

irea. Early in 1979, the College sponsored a miniseries of short
V

courses for production cooperative members and relied upon the assis-

tance of other agencies in planning and conducting the iIogram. Later,

in 1980, Hartnell pursued CETA funding to build on this effort as well

as to enhance its own role in providing service.
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1. Advisory Committee

One of the early priorities of the Hartnell Center was to form an

advisory committeein conjunction with its small fatmer mission. Be-

tween February and May 1980, the advisory committee met approx.! tely

once every month. About half of the committee was composed of family .

farmers and half of representatives of local agencies providing services

0

to farmers in the area. The committee) however, did not function,as

anticipated. Farmers were said to be of little help in identifying their

needs; and their attendance at the meetings was low! Generally, it

seems that Hartnell looked on the committee primarily as a means of

generating a description of farmer characteristics, especially their

interests and perceived needs. As a result, the Center anticipated

that the farmers on the committee would inform Hartnell staff and others

as to the kinds of courses and assistance that were most desired. When

this did not occur, the purpose of the ommittee was questioned and

interest waned. Hartnell also anticipat d, that the individual farmers

on the committee would be empowered to represent the particular cooper-
..

tive that had appointed them. Because there was no legitimacy associ-

ated with cooperative representative status, however, and because there

was.no mechanism within the cooperative either to gather information for

the committee or for the committee to provide information to cooperatiVe

members, the notion of cooperative representation to the committee was

weakened. The advisory committee stopped meeting in June 1980.

The difficulties with the functioning of the advisory committee may

well ttrelated to the rather narrow needs assessment mission which

Hartnell assigned to it. In addition to its,anticipated role in needs

assessment, the committee, co.uld also have functioned to legitimize
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Hartnell as a coordinating institution, to generate support for various

ongOing projects in member agencies or cooperatives, to act as a problem

solver and catalyst to innovations in small farm practices, to introduce

outside resources (e.g.,banks, private industry), to serve family farm

conce(ns, and so on. Although these and other activities were no doubt

discussed in some of the committee meetings, it appears that they were
4,

viewed as being of less importance than needs assessment.

Realizing that without a functioning Resource Center advisory

committee it would be difficult for Hartnell to satisfy one of its

main objectives, that is, to coordinate and enhance the training and

services available to faTily farmers in the Central Coast area,.a new
C

approach was taken. An ad hoc committee was established in the Fall bf

1980. Thit committee net four times in the Fall and functioned primaril

as a group of individuals that shared information among themselves. The

committee included agency representatives serving family farmers (i.e.,

401
Co-op Confederation, USDA, UC Extension, Cooperativa Central) and two

ranch managers. Although it was expected that other individuals from

additional organizations (e.g.,4banking) would be.added with the purpose-
.

of Creating a network of local individuals committed to family farm

issues, this has not occurred. Instead, during the first six months of

1981 the co ittee. did not meet often and few steps were taken to Move

-,-

.beyond its a oc character. Although some joint programmatic activity

has occurred with other agencies (e.g., joint funding of a microprocessor

With the Confederaclan Agricola and joint funding of radio programmers

witikStation KUB0), there is no structure in existence at the Center

whose mission is to ensure the complementary delivery of services to

family farmers in the community.

ma.
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Only through continued efforts to .establish a viable_ committee

-,v

structure will t Resource Center be able to fulfill its coordination

responsibilities. Such a committee would foster communication among

Center staff, other agen-cir, and farmers as well as among the agencies

and farmers themselves. Througf this process the Resource Center would

be In a position to maintain a broker relationship with other agencies

by establishing contacts which can run their course in a coordinated

and mutually supportive fashion, Greater agency coordination-under the

leadership of the Hartnell Fatuity Farm Resource Center would ensure the

attainment of its long-term objective of creating and maintaining

systematic communication and cooperation among agencies and farmers in

th')Central Coast region.

B. Materials Development and Delivery

The Resource Center at Hartnell has concentrated its efforts in

four principal areas of materials development and services delivery;

(1) the development of technical and informational materials; (2) the

development of radio scripts and agricultural news and information;

(3) the delivery of training and instructional services; and,(4) the

development .of computer software for family farm management and budget-

lirTiCtormational and Technical Materials ProdUttion

The Resource Center has produced several pamphlets, flyers, and

brochures related to information delivery, and an insect manual focus-

4

ing on the common pests affecting strawberry production. The information

delivery materials announce upcoming Resource,Center activit4ips and events.

They consist of a single shW printed on colored paper and usually con-

S1
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.t

tain some type of drawing intended to attract attention.. Separate in-

formational materials are disseminated in English and Spanish to reach

both the English-, and the Spanish-speaking farmer,

The purpose of thege written materials is twofold;, (1) to adver-

tise Resource Center events and activities and (2) to serve as a form

of reinforcement following personal contacts with farmers by Center,

staff. When field visits are made, for example, the Resource Center

agronomist leaves copies of these brochures with farmers and with coopera-

tive staff. The Center staff believes that if farmers are left with

something concrete in writing after each visit, there is a greater

likelihood that they w111/seek further information in the future.

One of the earliest of the flyers produced was the "Noticiero

Agricola" (Agricultural NeWg). The Noticiero announced the radio pro-

grams broadcasting agricultural news, special Interest topics to the

Spanish-speaking family farmer, and Resource Center information, through

two Salinas Spanish-language radio stations, KCTY-AM and KRAF7-PM. \7ad-

casting times of these stations are 7:15 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. on KCTY and

6:30 A.M. and 7:30 P.M. on KRAY. The radio programs include such topics,

as market prices for different vegetables produced in the area', announce-
,

ments of agricultural activities in the community,d technical innova-

tions in agricultural production. The Resource Center's telephone number

appears, at the bottom of the flyer, soliciting inquiries and suggestions

as to topics that might be covered on the 'radio in the future,

Other leaflets "duced to date announce short courses offere4 to

family farmers through the Center. Of particular interest is a series

of leaflets announcing "seminars and workshops for the progressive far-

mer." The announcements are aimed at the English-speaking family farmer

)
,

,

.,-,
4

c o
,)...,

et
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who hacemsiderable farming experience and a higher level of4formal

0
v-

.N

education than hi Spanishspeaking ,coterpart.. One leaflet announced

,
.

w
.

an eight-week s'eminar on Ag Mechanics and the other a six-week seminar

4

on Farm Finance. Abrief summary of each class meeting was included in

0

0

111

'the leaflet: The last page contained a perforated,-"preregistration"

form for farmers to fill out and mail to the Resource Center.

, .

In addition to informational materials announcing educational ser-
i.

vices to family farmers,. the Resource Center hasalso produced resource

materials intended for use by other agencies in tha. area serving small

farmers. The Reseurce Center, for example, has mailed two leaflets to

UC Extension, the
Confederaciein Agricola, and other agencies in the area

announcing a computeri-zed reference service available through the College.

A computer terminal, located in'the College library, has been used to

access, and generate famiry farm-relevant'information stored in DIALOG --

f` an information retrieval service from Lockheed Information System in

4'

Palo Alto; California. The first of the tWo leaflets announced the ser-

.

vice and briefly 'described the aavantages:and efficiency of computer

sear , cost o-1 information retrieval, and length of.ttme needed to re-

roduce bibliographies. The second announced a meet;n'6Nentitld "DIALOG
lr

,

.

Users Dar,* heTd.at the epllegellaovember 21, 1980, to familiarize the
I.

people with the domputercservie. In addition to announcing available

services, the Resouice Center has also engaged in the publication ,of

bibliographies accessed through DIALOG on specific topics of concern to

family farmers. These bibliographies are also distributed to agencies

in the area serving small farmers.

I

r
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A great deal of time And energy appear to go into the productiono

of these informational materials. But the Resource Center staff has

not yet undertaken 4py feedbacks probes to determine the effectiveness

of this form of information delivery; therefore, the degree of its

effectiveness has yet to be ascertained. The Resource Centcir has,

ever, considered piloting and other means of assessing the potential

impact of materials produced as an important part of its activities.

Recently, an independent consultant was contracted by theiResource Center

to conduct impact assessment of sort of the materials produced and

services delivered.

yy
A major undertaking in the area of technical materials production

is the development of a manual for the identification and control of

seven ,common insect pests in strawberries. Published separately in
..

Spanish and English, this manual contains color photographs, a descrip-

text, and specific suggestions for the control of pests. The first

edition of the manual published in mid-January 1981 consisted of 1,500

It.

copies in Spanish and 1,500 copies in English. TO date,Iapproximately

350 Spanish copies and 250 English copies have been distributed primarily

, through personal contact. One way the manual has been personally dis-

tributed iS through field contact. When the Ceriter agronomist makes his

field visits,-he usually takes along several copies ofilthe manual to

leave with farmers. Simflarly, when a hands-on instruction class takes

place iriAhe field, the instructor leaves copies of the manual with class

participants. Short courses at the College -have also provided a context

for distributing ,the planuals to family farmers. Further distribution,

of the manukl
*
has been done through group presentationby the Resource

Center staff members In one instance, for example, a presentation was
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made to members of a Japanese-American prouction and marketing coopera-

tive where approxim tely 45 English copies of the manualoweredistributed.

Increasingly, the Resource Center is looking to other, more indirect

means of manual distribution- including the use of radio: CIS, the Farm

Advisor's Office, farmer cooperatives, and private businesses in the area

serving family farmers. Records of manual distribution are kept as a
,

basis for follow-up surveys to assess their effectiveness.

The production of this manual represents the collaborati,,efforts

4Ik, 1

of a number of institutions in the drip. Individuals representing four

different organizations contributed Aotographic materials and the

Hartnell Resource Center
\

worked closely with agronomists avd specialists

from the University of California Cooperative Extension Service in pro-

viding the finical recommendations. Translation of the English text

into Spanish was undertaken by Center personnel; and the publication

o
,

cost for the manual was shared by the Resource Center and the Confedera-a . .

'...
_.

ci6n Agricola de California. The present edition of the manual is dis-

6
a .

tributed free of charge. Future editions will be made available at a

cost of approXimately $1.50 to $k.00 Nch.to cover the expense of new

editions.

2.. Radio Program Materials

Materlals developed by the Resource C6iterfftr radio broadcast-

,

ing are primarily of two types. The fih:4t can be ctiracterized as

timely information, while the second emphas es sgitifjc topics treated

in much greateedetail. A timely ipfor ation broadcast generally con-

centrates on weather and-market repo s, pest problems, and announce-
,

nts of Center services a upcoming activities. icThe Resource Center

0
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staff usually gathers information and news from various sources and

telephones the radio stations giving them this type of information

for broadcasting. Each Spanish-language radio station (KCTY-AM and

KRAY-FM) airs this information twice daily 'and five days a week as

a community serviceeannouncement at no charge to the Resource Center.

The second type of radio materials produc/ tion undertaken by the

Resource Center consists of radio scripts dealing with specific top cs

of general family farm interest. Some of the topics treated thus far

include farm finance, the importance of record keeping, drip irrigation,

common insects affecting strawberries, and so on The Resource Center

has produced about 220 Spanish - language, scripts to date. Master tapes

of the scripts produced by the two radio stations have all been aired

free of Aarge es public service announcements. After broadcasting,

master tapes are taken to KUBO audio library where they are stored for

possiCe future use.

Earlier broadcasts were usually presented against 'a background of

popular songs, with intermittent fading in and out of narration and

simultaneous increase and decrease of song volume. \Many of these scripts

are Matter-of-fact condensations of information in their broadcast

resembles radio commercials. Samples of more rent scripts seem to be

less compressed than those produced earlier d therefore are potentially

easier for the listening public to assimilate. Announcements and

coverige of special topics take approximately five minutes f broadcast

time.

Since March.1981, the Resource Center has entered a new phastof

radio material deVtlopment. In collaboration with the radio station

KUBO the Hartnell Center his "hired two full-time individuals to develop

4
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materials for radio broadcasting. Hartnell Resource Center is Aying

half of the talaries of these individuals on a consultant basis and,

r-

in retOrn, expects 120 tapes (60 in Spanish and 60 in English) to be

producet for radio broadcasting by September 30, 1981. These tapes

will form part of KUBO's one-hour-long agricultural program to be

.

.4
broadcast daily. / ''

F

Development of-professional quality tapes represents a collbora-

tive effort between the Resource Center and KUBO personnel. Basic

scripts are generated on appropriate topics by the Center radio pro-

grammer. Once generated, the scripts are given to the radio personnel

who then further adapt them to musical settings, dialog form, narration,

and so on. After the completion of the particular formats, the

material is again sent to the Center radio programmer to check for con-
,

41 tent. It is only after this step that the tapes are actually produced

andaready for broadcast.

As a means of assessing the effectiveness of the material developed,

the Resource Center has recently begun piloting some of the tapes. Field

testing of master tapes entails going to places where farmers congregate,

such as classrooms, meeting places, farms, and the like, to have farmers

listen to samples of the tapes. Questions regarding content, format,

preference of broadcast time, and suggestions for new materials are

asked of listeners. The.feedback is then incorporated into the further

refinement of tapes as well
a
as the production of future materials. It

is anticipated thN'is method of assessing the appropriateness of tapes

will ensure a greater match between radio materials produced and the

I c

needs of the listening audience.
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In spite of the impressive progress made in providing better

quality radio programs to the listening audience, the Resource Center

must still resolve some problems before radio can be used tit its full-

est as a means of reaching the family farmer with much-neeged infona-

tion. The first problem relates to the quality of individuals hired

as radio specialists. Though it should be pointed out that the in-.

dividuels hired are very enthusiastic and indeed quite capable of master- ,

ing their specialized tasks, none of them have had muqh prior experience

with radio programming_ The Resource Center radio programnef ism agrono-

mist by training and regards radio materials development as an avocation.

Given his training, however, what he may lack in experience of develop-

ing materials for a radio audience he makes up by generating quality

scripts on various technical topics of importance to family farmers.

Additionally, his complete mastery of bothpiglish and Spanish and his

abil:,ty to adapt.,techni=cal agronomist language to vernacular usage

for the listening audience assures a higher likelihood that quality

scripts will continue to be generated. Less impressive, however, is the

level of KUBO staff working with the Resource Center radio program.

Two KUBO staff members have been entrusted with the responsibility

of producing 120 tapes for the Resource Center's agricultural radio

program through September 1981. Neither individual has had previous

experience working either with radio or with 'family farmers. KUBO

has provYded some 40 hours of training in various aspects of radio

programming and broadcasting and, giventheir general -enthuasiasm and

willingness to learn, the radid programmers may produce increasingly

better quality materials.

4 44
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In addition to staff expertise, a further problem has to do with

the logistics of radio broadcasting. Because the broadcast of informa-

tion to. family farmers has been dune as a free community service by the

two local radio stations, early on the programs were often not aired at

scheduled times. However, inconsistency in air time has been corrected.

Finally, the Resource Center does not have any clearynowledge of the .

listening audience with which to assess the effectiveness of the radio

program. Some of these issues will soon be addressed once KUBO has more

experience on the air since more consistent air time slots of greater

duration will be available for the Resource Center.

0 Television has not yet been used by the Center to any significant

degree as a vehicle to disseminate information too the family farmer,

despite the fat the Resource Center has produced four short scripts with

AP slides that can be used as possible television spot announcements:- -Al-

thIgh the Resource Center has moved slowly in the area of television

broadcasting, the staff's long-range objectives are to make it a viable

channel of information delivery to family fanners.

3. Direct Training and Instructional Services
4 4 4

To better serve its taryet population, the Hartnell Resource Center
Or

7

distinguishes between the English-speaking independent small farmers and

the Spanish-speaking farmers in associations, cooperatives, partnerships,

or working as independents. On average, the English-speaking family(

farmer has completed more years of schooling, has practiced farming as

a means of self-employment longer, and because of his English language

facility is better able to make use of available community resources

than the Spanish - speaking family farmer. As a result of the character-

istics of the two groups, training and educational services are bet' ,j

V' 4
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provided differentially to meet the needs of each. The Center's main

approach to the English-speaking clienlele is to mail brochures and

11

1\
flyers, as such print edia are often sufficient to attract them to

take the short courses o fered at the Hartnell campus. With the

0,Spanish-speaking.family farmers, more personal face-to-face contacts

are used to draw participants t the short courses and demonitrations

held in the field.

3.1 Training for the English-Speaking Farmers-
.

The English- speaking family farmers are primarily Anglos and

Japanese-Americans who come to the College to take short courses of-

fered by the Resource Center. To date, the Center has provided three

short courses for this clientele. ,Short courses offered to the English-

speaking family farmer have been in a seminar format and usually met on

Saturday mornings or Monday evenings for three to four hours per session.

Instructors are recruited from the College faculty and from, agricultural

businesses in the Salinas community.

From October 1980 to February 1981, two short courses were offered

to these farmers.- The flyers mailed as course announcements advehised

the short courses as a series of seminars and'workshops in.Ag Mechanics

and Farm Finance, respectively.

The short course usually covers a broad topic with each class

meeting emphasizing a different aspect of, the subject. The Ag Mechanics

short course met every other Saturday morning from 9 A.M. to 1 P.M.

for a total of seven meetings. Topics covered included equipment

needed in small farm operations, maintenance and repair of diesel

equipment, hydraulic troubleshooting, and so on. Twenty participants

attended a four-hour session on maintenance of crawler-tractors in the

mor5h o1 December. In January, 19 family farmers were present at

the especial welding session. By ate 'January, only four participants

40,
*

r--

1'4
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were in attendance at the session on maintenance of machinery. Simi-

lar to the Ag Mechanits short course, the Farm Finance course also had

a decreasing enrollmeat: though not to the same degree.

The Farm Finance short course was also a seminar series but met

for six sessions Ofi Monday evenings from 7 P.M. to 10 P.M. Some of

the topics addressed were the financing of farm operations, prepara-

tionof loan packages, break-even analysis, and so on. For the session

on allocation of costs in farming held in December, eight participants

were in attendance. The break-even analysis session drew a total of

six participants early in January, and the pession on lend acquisition

attracted five participants late in January., Instructors for both

short courses were recruited from the College and from agricultural
A

busineses in the Salinas area.

In April and May ]98+,- three seminars were planned for the English-

speaking family farrers.. These seminars were designed as four-hour
4

.lab and workshops to meet on Saturday mornings. Topics to be covered

emphasized livestock handling, equipment, finance in livestock manage-
,.

ment, and small flock sheep production. Due to many difficulties, how-

.

ever, only the Livestock Handling Equipment seminar was offered. This

meeting consisted of a four-hour field trip where eight English-speaking

family farmers were introdUced to the subject. The Finance and Live-

stock Management seminar scheduled to take place in May was canceled.

The primary reason for the cancelation of this meeting was doe to the

many other related activities occurring in the area during this month.

Because of the number of livestock fairs, auctions, and the like, the

Center staff felt that the topic had been given enough ekposure and

the target populaaQn had been somewhat sfturated. The seminar on

81
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Small Flock-Sheep Production was postponed until September, so, that it

codid be combined with an ongoing program in animal health technology

held at the College. It is anticipated that livestock issues, especially

those relating to sheep raising, will be dealt with in much greater

detail in the Fall progran

Although the English-speaking family farmer regularly attended

ResourceC6ter short courses offered in Winter, by ate March the

Center staff was somewhat dissatisfied with the participation of this

group in acti-vitievnd services offered. The Resource Center staff

believes that ihappropriate pedagogical techniques are primarily respon-

sibli for decreasing attendance.

Two related explanations were given as reasons for the inadequacy

of the teaching methods used with the English-speaking family farmers.

First, while subject matter experts may be very competent in their area

of eApertfse, they may be unable to communicate this knowledge in a stimu-

lating, attention - retaining manner. This is precisely what occuryed

with the seminar series in Farm Finance. Although the instructor was-

considered knowledgeable in the field, the Center staff felt that the

class presentations were generally conducted in"a matter-of-fact, tra-

ditional way which tended to lose the interest of the learners. This

conventional approach to learning did not engage the participants in

the learning process and, consequently, after the second half of the

course, attendance besla)to drop steadily. Similarly, with the course

in Ag Mechanics, attendance alsb decreased toward the end of the course.

The reason given in this instance was that the Ag Mechanics course

was not concrete enough. It was generally felt among the Resource Center
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staff that a more in-depth, hands-on instructional program would have

engaged the participants and retained their interest in the course.

One lesson to be drawn from the above experiences suggests a need

for appropriate teacher training able to meet the spe 1 learning needs/

of the family farmer clientele. While it was assumed that the Vlish-

speaking family farmers could be instructed by experts in certain fields

and through traditional methods, experience has demonstrated that other

strategies are needed. The problem at this point is to determine which

set of techniques best suits the target audience and then to provide

*
the appropriate teacher training. Without this much-needed training,

few positive outcomes can be expected from short courses offered by

the Center to its English-speaking clientele.

vis 3.2 Training for the Spanish-Speaking Farmer

To date, the Hartnell Family Farm Resource Center has offered

approximately 28 different short courses to its Spanish-speaking
0

clientele. These courses have covered a-wide range of topics with

special emphasis on certain aspects of farming such as fertilization,
r

quality control in picking and shipping strawberries, control of insects

and other pests, marketing strategies, and maintenance of farming equip-'

ment. Short coOrs s provided to the Spanit-speaking small farmers have

utilized both ei4; m-type teaching strategies as well as field

demonstrations wit the primary emphasis on the latter. Training pro-

vided to both cObperative and independent farmers has utilized a com-
.

ation of the strategies with special emphasis on face-to-face field

tact) small group meetings, field demonstrations, and field trips.
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Whether cooperative or independent, the Resource Center consi

all Spanish-speaking family farmers In the area to have similar

needs for skills improvement and information access. owever, In

asic

meeting the needs of its client population., the Center views the

Spanish-speaking independent farmers as one group and their coop

counterparts as another. The distinction is necessary because attempts

to provide short courses to several cooperatives simultane9msly have

often met with relatively low attendance, as iefbers from one coopera-

I

tive are reluctant to travel to another more centrally located coopera-

tive for Resource Center instruction. Similarly, attempts to encourage

cooperative farmers to participate in the same courses with independent"

family farmers has resulted in a relatively low turnout of coop farmers

to these sessions. Hence, the Resource Center staff has had to cope

with the problem of serving a dispersed clientele which is reluctant

to meet in larger groups, and, because the content of courses like

fertilization, marketing, quality control, and so on is essentially

the same, the Center staff has been obliged to duplicate many of its

efforts in providing training services to the target populatfon.

Between February and December 1980, the Hartnell Resource Center

offered a total of seven different short courses focusing on Afferent

aspects of the farming enterprise-and-explaining the importance of ,

such matters as calibration of machinery, quality control in the pick-

ing and packing of strawberNxies, welding, and maintenance df farm

equipment,

In February 1980, an evening field demonstration was offered in..

Calibration of Cultivattes. The idea for this course came from agency

heads who felt that from th'eir observations farmers were not utilizing

ti
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the proper cultivation technique Four td five coop farm members

attended two sessions on different

During the first evening, farmers were

ects of machinery calibration.

e

4 in putting togeth6 the machinery, while on

n to the shop and instructed

econd, a tractor was

taken on the field for actual practice. The Center staff felt that

4 t

family, farmers found this type of course too basic. However, ,it is

tW opinion of the Resource Center staff that such training, though

apparently elemehtiry, is much needed given the in propriite farming

practices it haos observed. Also in February, a one session follow-up

to the calibration course was held at one of the farms with six coop

small farmers in attendance. The purpose of,this meeting was to assess

what the participant had retained-and also to, reinforce the'CoWse

content.

In April, a two-session short course was offered in Quality Con-

trol in Strawberry Picking. Five participants attended the first

session, but no one showed up for the field demonstration which made

up the second part of the course. The Center staff attributes this

lack of attendance to teaching approaches considered too elementary

by the farmers.

A course in Land Leveling and Measurement was offered in early

May 1980. Two people came to this session. Although the Center persion-

nel felt the course was good due to the quality of the instructor, few

people benefited from this service. Asked why attendance was so low,

Center personnel indicated that wi hdrawal of the stipends which coop

farmers were used to re7g n previous programs was primarily

responsible.
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Between June and November 1980, two short courses in welding and

farm equipment fabrication were offered at the College for family farm-

ers in general and the Spanish-speaking small farmer in particular.

The first course, Beginning Welding; was offered for nine weeks in

June/July, 1980, and the second, a follow-up course in Farm Welding

and Equipment Fabrication, was offered for eight weeks in October/

jovember 1980. Because of the logistics of using welding equipment,

the courses were offehd at the Nartnell East Campus. Whfle some 39

participants attended the short course, only six were actually family

farmers. The remainder were sons of family farmers, college students,

and farmworkers. When asked about the great proportion of nonfamily

farmers attending the &ginning Welding short course, Resource Center

personnel explained that there was some confusion at this early stage

with respect to who qualified as potential participants. Subsequently,

it was decided by CWETA, the funding agency, that only family farmers

themS-elves were eligible to participate in such courses under CWETA

auspices.

In the follow-up short course in Welding an&Farm Equipment

Fabrication, 16 participant's began but only-six finished the eight-

week program. This course focused on arc and acylelene welding and

emphasized the fkDrication of basic farming ;implements, Instruction

. ,

for both courses was provided in English by a Cbllege faculty member
A

with Spanish translation done by Resource Center,staff.

A course about which the Resource Center staff was 'very enthusi-

astic was the MecSnico Ambulante or Traveling Mechanic. This course

was offered in July 1980 and consisted of visits by the College

mechanics instructor and th4esource Centet agronomist to several
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farms in thf area. For this purpose, a small truck was equipped with

tools for repair of farm equipment in the field. Five ranches in the

*Salinas and Watsonville arets were visited and contacts were made with

some 39 small farmers. The learning experience usually centered around ope

some piece of farm equipment that needed repair. Through this hands-

, on instruction, small farmers engaged in the actual dismantling and

reassembly of the particular piece .of equipment being repaired. Arrange-

ments for these class meetings obliged the, farmer whose equipment needed

repair to invite 6 to LO othe'r family farmers to participate in the

activity. Once this quota was reached, the traveling mechanic made the

field demonstration visit. The course was offered in English with

Spanish translation provided by the Resource Center agronomist.

The Resource Center staff feels that this type of field instruc-

'

tion in mechanics can meet several.importapt Oboectives. The first

Of these is to ivide an orientation and exposure to basic equipment
4

repair and maintenance. By having the family farmer engage in hands-

.
a

on problem solving in fixing an actual piece of damaged'equip-

ment, it is believed that a more direct knowledge of the equipment,

Its functions, and routine maintenance will be gained.

Another objective of ithe'field demonstration is to mike the farm-

er aware of many repairs which can be performed without lkurring the

costs associated with taking the piece of machinery to the shop. Al-

though its not realisIic to expect the family farmer to Bair' a

thorough knowledge of repairs in only one'short course, the Center

staff feels that enough can be learned to enable the farmer to perform

routine maintenance by himself and to make decisions about when it is

necessary to call in an expert.

(1ti 4
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There, were also spin-off benefits to these fielede*onstrat ons.

1.

following the mechanic's visits, for example, two of the ir.)rtici nts

.

enrolled in mechanics courses in the regular College program for ad-

vanced training. Other participants have since expressed interest in

taking follow-up courses in general repair and maintenance of farm

equipment. These unintended consequences are viewed by the Resource

Center staff as important elements in the overall'upgrading'of family

farmer skills and in providing an opportunity for the target group to

engage in training programs offered by other institutions in the,
q

community.

During the month of December 1980, the Resource Center offered a

short course in Fertilization of Strawberries to cooperative family

farmers. This was a 10-hour short course which consisted'of a series

,'of five presentations on different aspects of fertiltz41on. The class,

met at Wo different cooperatives, three times at one and twice at

another, for two hours per session. The course covered various aspects

of fertilization needs of the strawberry, from planting to harvest.

A total of a$ cooperative family farmers participated in the five ,

sessions of the short course.

Between January and June'1981, the Resource Center provided a

total of 21 of the 28 short courses to the Spanish - speaking family

farmers. These were primarily field demonstration -type classes which

emphasized different aspects,of fertilization, insect control,

machinery maintenance, and marketing strategies., Although titled

short course, many of these were'primarily one-time class meetings or

semi- nar- type'presentations to different target groups. Other topics

considgred of greater importance bj the Resource Center staffwere

r
\
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given more detailed coverage in severalfclass meetings, thwexact num-

ber of which varied with the target population's knowledge of the 5ub-

1

ject matter. Hence, the term "short course " should be understood as

a relati,.ely flexible labtl.eMployea by the Resource dent. to apply'

twone classpreSentation on a sbject such as marketing alternatives

or a,sertes 6f different presentations covering, for example, the

identification,,se4ection, Ind app lication oAertilizer.

In the month of January 1981, the Resource Center provided\five

. different short coursers to independent and cooperative Spanish-speaking

',farmers. two-hour field demonstration in fertilization was given
r 1

four times, twice with independent farmers and-twice with coop farmers.

The meetings reached 18 independent farmers and 10 cooperative farmers

and covered both a general introduction to fertilizers and the advan-
-

tages of slow-release fertilizer. A course on insects was also offered

during this month to 15 cooperative .family farmers. This was a t140-

hour short course which met twice It one.coocerativ e'and.once at

another. Attendance varied from three to eight participants per

session. Oiling and Pruning was the third short course offered in January.

It was also a' two-hour course' which was repeated at a second cooperative.,

A t?tal of 12 farmers participated in this course with' attendance

ranging frOm five to sevenpartictpants per session. Thefourth short

course offered was entitled Implement Fabrication. This class met only

once for, four hours at a local fairground. The 14 participants in

attendance were primarily independent farmers. The purpose of this

presentation was' principally to introduce family farmers to ihe different

uses-oi farming implements and the simple ways in which farmers can

produce their own implements. A two-and-a-halichour presentationtin

A
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Strawberry Productio'n was the last sho.rt course offered irtjanuary, and

23 independent family farmers"Were in attendance at the Meeting held in
. .

the local UC Extension office.,
/ ,

,

Thr e different short courses were offered in the month of February.

Two coursssi on-e-o-n-155-eor:a StrSwber-Fy Na-raarand another on Mainte-
ti
)rance and Calibration of Sprayers, were provided to both coop members

and independent family farmers, while the short course in Marketing

411ternatives was only o ffered to independent Spani sh-speaking farmers.

The course in Use of the Strawberry Manual net for a total of eight

two-hour sessions. Three of the Meetings were held with 20 independent

farmers, v.ihile five sessionsowere held at five different cooperatives

with some 37 family farmer members in attendan6e. The course was e6sen-
,,

tially a field demonstration on the-use of the technical manual-to

identify and control strawberry pests. The short course 41-Maintenance L

and Calibration of Sprayers met for two two-thour sessions. One meeting

was held at aprivate ranch, nine independent farmers attended. The

second session was held at a cooperative where five, members were preserft.

This

/was al so a field demonstration -type short course in which family 4

. .

farmers were give\ha presentation and then were taken through the proc-
t

ess of calibrating chemica,1 sprayer to control pests in strawberry ,

plants. The last short course offered i.ri the month of February was
N,,,,

'Marketing Alternasti ves. A two-hour session held at .3 pri vate ranch
..

) .

for some nine independent family farmers, this short course examined

and discussed alternative methods available to family farmers in the

marketing of produce in the area.

In March 1961, four different 'short courses, were offered focusing

on,the use and application of fertilizer, the use of the insect manual,



the importance of-fertilizers A and B, and the importance of quIlity

control in marketing. The Use and Application'of Fertilizers was a

two-hour short course which met three times at twp private ranches

with a t9tal of 26 independent farmers in attendance, and once at a

cooperative with five meMbers-b) attendance. Whild the session with

coop farm members was essentially an introduction to the'use of ferti-

lizer, the sessions with independent farmers consisted of an intro;.

t
. ductory meeting"and two follow-up sessions which compared the costs

associated with the various types of fertilizers available in the

market. Also t, March, a one-hour session in Use of the Insect Manual ,

was held with six independent farmers. The purpose of this presenta-

tion was to instruct family farmers in the general use of the manual ,

to control strawberry insects. About mid - March, a two-hour presenta-

tion on Fertilizers A and B was made to coop farmers. Twelve members

of a local cooperative were introduced to different aspects of identi-

fication, apPlication,,and cost factors associated with the two types

of fertilizers. Marketing and...Quality Control was the title of the

last short course offered in March. This single four-hour session

consisted essentially Of a field trip to local coolers where technicians

and sales personnel discussed the importance of quality control of

strawberries from the field to the marketland its impact on the ultimate

price the consumer is willing to pay for the berry. 'Int Resource Center

staff felt that this was a good experience for the farmers because they

met and talked with-different individuals, all ofirthOm are responsible

for getting the produde to the market. By having eti# of these speCial-
,

ists discuss an aspect of their specialty, it is felt that the farmers

101
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A
. .

4 A li
were exposed to di r4t information about the importance of quality

k

t

control at each stage of distribution. .-
.) \

.

Because of the amount of work associated with spring planting,
. .4.only th ree short courses were offered in April. The first was }one-

.,.

and-one-hal f-hour ses-sion on-Marketing. This meeting was held at a
,

.
6

Local elementary schooll with eight independent farmers in attendance.-
. ,

4,, The presentAtion was a general introduction to different aspects of

marketing and the role which the family farmer can play in assuring -a ,.

higher market price for his prOduce.. Slow Release Fertilizer was the
r

title of the second course provided in April. This two-hour course .

was held with nine independent farmers at a local association to dis-
I p ,

cuss the various advantages of t- his product. -Toward the 'end of April ,
k

%

the last short course was offered for this month. The twoehour pre-:

,-,

on Insect Control was made to 11 independent farmers at the

local Cooperative Extensibn ofifo61;. Like earlier courses an insect

control , this presenjtion was based primarily on the strawberry in-

sect manual , which has now become a standard lext for'such presentatio6s.
...

Following each session on insect control , a copy of the manual is

given to each participant in the class for future reference. cipth

English and Spanish 'copies of the manual are available and partichants

choose the copy in the language with which they are most comfortable.

L A total of three short courses' was offered to 'independent s
Spanish - speaking farriers in May. The first was a short course in' Soil

, . . .

Management. This. was a two-hour session which met ?iitli two different
.
groups of eight independent farmers. -Land preparation and soil isnlysis

1
necessary in strawberry production were di scussed at each meeting.

f . 1 . Ak.

The second short 6.urse was titled Strawberry Insects. This was also
, w

..., I

.

41.

1 0 1)

sr

I

(
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. a two-hour session which met.with 12 independent farmers at a local
Or-

primary school. The insect manual produced by the Resource Center

/formed the basis of the discussion an the different *sects common

1.

to strawberries., LW, a one-hour sessionin Strawberry Diseases was

also held in .May. Fourteen farmers were present at a local elemen-

tary school for a presentation on this topic. Material covered at

this session focused on the identification of4diseases and alterna-
,

tive-methods of disease control in strawberry productioH.

The- approximately 28 short courses offered to.the Spanish-.

// Speaking family farme in the past Year attest to the great efforts

made by the Hartnell ie ource Center to, serve its. clientele. Un-

sidering that the overwhelming majority of these short courses was

in,the rm of presentations made in the field to small gr)ups of

coopers ive'and independent farmers', the accomplishment of the

I
Cen, s outreach personnel is indeed impressive. Field instruction

was tarried out primarily by the agonomist in charge of field con-

tactsewith some assistance from a second agronomist who7is princi-

.

pally ireolved with radio materials production for the Center. Al-

w.

thoughsarly attempts were made to attract Spanish-speaking family

farmers to take courses at the Hartnell campus, 4Ittendance at courses

offered at the College were not satisfactory wither ta the EDD mon-

itor or tothe Resource Center staff.

The Center personnel believes that low attendance at short

courses offered at the College ,sere due to many factors. First, it

was reported that the College is too formal an institution which

lacks the facilities and personnel to reach the - target population in

its native Spanish'language. It was specifically pointed out that

1 11 ) `)
4.
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when,telephone Calls are made to the Resource Center, the farmers

are initially attended by an English-speaking operator before the

call i5 tragiferred to the Fa)nily Farm Resource Center. Many times

this initial contact with an impersonal operatdr who speaks another

language is sufficient to discourage the Spanish- speaking farmers

who call in.. Second, it was pointed (nit that the Center's detision

not to offer stipends alsp contribted to low initial attendance. As

Co)erative farmers in the area had been accustomed to receiving

stipends under previous'trainipg programs, the Center staff believes

that the low and irregular par?icipation of this subgroup in short

courses offered was due in great part to the withdrawal of stipends.

With time and 'perseverance, however, the Resource Center began to

slowly build its clientele from independent,4rmers and to a lesser

degree from cooperative members.
No"

In attempting to offer short courses to its Spanish-speaking

clientele, the Resource Center has been plagued with pioblems from

ll

the'funding age\ncy (CWETA). Early anthe lacal EDD office in charge

of monitoring CWETA-funded programs had criticized the Center for

not meeting all of CWETA's requirements regarding participant quali-

fication, minimum number` of attendees, place of instruction, and so

on. .Although -these problems were sever totally resolved, the Resource

Center attempted to work as much as possible within the constraints of

CWETA guidelines. Howevef, becau.se the Resource Center ,had to work

around the agricultural schedule of the family farmers, it was not

possible to schedule short courses in 40-hour blocks of six to eight

hours-per day as CWEJA guidelines had stipulated. Similarly, offer

short courses in the College classrooms as expected by CWETA was'no,t

--A.

1 fl 4
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a Tatisfactory arrangement for the participants. The Center staff

pointed out that farmers lived i4 neighboring towns, often at consider- r

able distances from the College, which made the campus'an unatt5.active

'location. Additionally, it was explained by the staff that the

Spanish-speaking farmers were too intimidated by the College campus

and as a result.attended.short courses there very irregularly. By

trial and 'error, it was discdveied that farmers were much more likely

to attend short courses offeted either at cooperatives or centrally

located independently owned ranches. But although the
t

Center staff

found that higher attendance could be assured by taking the short

courses to the field, the ED office kept constant pressure on the

Resource Center to designate one or two permanent locations where 4,11

-shorlt courses were to be held. An agreement was finally reached in

* late Spring 1981 that future short courses would be offereckin four

perranent locations in the Salinas/Watsonville area. Whether Spanish_

7
speaking family famerswil1 continue to participate in,short courses

offered at the new locations at the same or higher attendance levels

' is yet to be seen:

4. Computer Software
7

An important undertaking in the area of materials development

was the acquisition of a minicompker. Working with other agencies in

the area, the computervackages can be used to generate budgets,

loan packages, and cash flows for the production of several labor-
\

intensive crops raised by the family farmer. It is expected that

the financial projections generated through the programs will enable

family farmers to make comparisons between actual expenses/production

and projected expmves/production. The computer progrps are viewed
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as an important mangeAlent tool for both independent 'family farmers and

cooperative farmers served by the Resource Center.

As the computer was acquired in mid-December 1980, only the corn--

puter progrtm -concerned' with strawberry production was developed by

,the Resource, Center. This program, developed separately in English

and Spanist, 'poses questions regardigg -needed data and the operator

inputs the information which then produces cash flows or loart packages
IF"

for .the _production of strawberries. Al though the program has been

difficult to "d$ bug," it is sufficiently versatile to process cash

flow information for individual family farmers as well as to provide

aggregate outputs for an entire cooperative. Future plays to

develop computer programs for gerierating cash flows for the production

of cherry tomatoes, squash, now peas and Other crops raised by local

family farmers in,the area. Zhe .long-range objective is to develop

these programs in English and Spanish as an instructional device dnd

to give the small farmer a thOrough understanding of the functions

and adv. antages of computer usage in farm decision making.

The computer is presently housed at .the Confederation Agricola de

California where it will be accessible/to the cooperative/ for in

structional pprposes under the guidance ,of the Coll ege faculty. 'It

is not clear whether housing the computer at the Confederacion will

present problems for some independent family farmers in the area who

may wish to, use the services To ate, toMputer -bail ides are almost

exclusively used to generate Cooperative farm data and no problems
-

with the use of the computer by others have arisen out of this orange-
4

ment.
-

S

1 0 C
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C. Other Resource Center Activities

A project which has taken "a great deal of the Resource Center's

time and effort is the strawberry experimental plot. The experimental
r

plot consists cif one acre o f College land made available to the Re-

source Center to be used for instructional purposes. Although the

Resource Center has not paid any money for the use of the land, the

agreement was that the Resource Center,woilld contribute labor and

materials and, upon harvest, the proceeds would be-shared hetween the

ResoUrce Center arri the College.
. or

Initially.designed in Fall 1980 as a pAject to demonstrate to

family farmers the production of strawberries from soil preparation

to h.irvest, the strawberry expqrimental plot has not been able to meet'

its i tended objectives. Because of weather conditions and the ciu3stibl-

jab utility. of the soil W strawberryiproduction, the time involve

in different aspects o.f production was much longer tban originally_

anticipated,.As a result, plans to provide field demonstrations to-0-

family farmers in the.eff.prent phases of strawberry production did

not materialize Although the Resource Center attempted to use the,

plot for instructional purposes, many opportunittts.were lost as a

result of problems with drainage and other aspects related to crop ,

production. Due to these difficulties, by Spring 1981 the Resdurce

Center staff had abandoned plans to Ose the plot as an instructional

aid.

.4

D. Agronomist Field Contacts

4101'
1

The Hartnell' Familx Farm Resource Center has a staff of, our mem-

bars: a director, a radio materials developer,an outreach person and a

lie

416
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secretary. Although two agronomists Are hired as part of the over-

all ,Center staff, only on works full time as the outreach person

making field contacts and providirig:short courses in the field to the

client'population. The other agronomist works' principally as a radio

materials development s pecialist, although recently,he has also been

making scine field contacts and teaching in some of the short co4rses

(in the field.

A
The Resource Center staff claims that it maintains regular con-

,

tact with approximately 200 to 250 family farmers in the area. Al-

though many of these contacts are in the ford of trainingand Meld

demonstrations, a considerable number have been mate to personally

announce Center activities and to provide iech6ical assistance.
.--

-)"
./

Technical assistance visits may be either routine visits to specific

.

geograkhical.areasr
,
occur in response 'to family farirrequests when

. ,

specific problems arise. The most common requests'for technical
.

,,,,
. /

assistance have been made when the farMer realizes. that his plants do

not look as well ak.expected or'when insects an lwottier pests menace

crops. Although earlier records of visits'vere.not systematically 4,

kept, beginning in NcembK1980 the Resource Center began. docume ting

all contacts made through several means including agronomist logs.

Table 1 presents the number' of farmer contacts made by the Center

(-through both short courses and field demonstrations and technical'

t
assistance from December 1980 to May 1981._ The figurs indicate that

January and Fetruary were the most active monjhs for farmer parPCi-

pa.tion in courses, while contacts in April and ,May were primarily for

\technical assistanCel' A number of the technical assistance,contacts reflect.

follpw-up visits to farm6 Who had previously participated 4n Short courses.

f .

. ,

...
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TABLE 1

Hartnell Family Farm Resource Center

Filed Contacts Made Through
,

Short Courses in the Field and Technical Assistance,

December 1980 - May 1981

r

_December

Participants i

Short Course d

Field,Demonstrations

Recipients Of
Technical Assistance

57

January 117 43 .//

February 125 30

March 53 27

April 36 76

. May 42 78

44

It is not clear what impah the agronomists are having on 'actual'.

farmer practices. Among coopitatives the4important farming decisions
eR

are made centrally rather than by individual members and it.il therefore

.difficult to see the.agranomist effects on the Members themselves.'

-, For individual farmers, the agronomist oftens finds himself in competition

with commercial salesmen working on commission. Thefragronomist attempts to

provide information on alternafiyF, products and, approaches while the

salesmen often attempt to sell a particular produce. The farmer often

follows the instructions of the salesmen as he'has little choice but

to"reinforce contacts that are already made for credit and the purchase
47

of fertilizers, seeds, and the like. ,

qt.

InD
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/..E. College Support
.

. ,

Some of the College support services made available to the Resource

Center to date have been facilities and equipment for the two welding
. #

short courses held earlier in the Fall, the acre of land used as the

strawberry experimental plot, and audiovisual equipment. Some of the
4

,services required to meet the needs of the target population, however,

-" have not been available at the College. For example, the College is

.greatly'limited in its ability to Novide bilingual services; that is,

-;

14

in terms of both personnel and mAterials production, the College is also

Limited in resources needed to serve a nontraditional, Spanish-speaking

population. Another limitation/ yet to be resolved is.the logistics of

time schedules under which the Resource Center and the College operate

Due to the academic schedule of the College, facilities and equipment

41

are generally reserved on a semester basis. Likewise, the printing

and production of materials In the College also functions in accordance

with the College's academic schedule. Consequently, most of th;

eterials produced esource Center have been contracted to

firms outside the Co The Resource Center staff'feels that as

a result of the agricultural schedule around which the Center must

work to best serve its clientelet the Colle0 demands too great a

leaf trme to produce most materials needed. Efforts are being made

on both sides to resolve' such issues.

There are other limitations which raisiquestions abo0t the

degree of support the Resource Center has received from the College.
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The first ofIthese pertain p to the size and location f the room

In which the 'keourcesCenter is housed. Located i t 'Technology

Building, the- Resource Center occupies a small room approximately

12 x 15 feet. Although the Resource Center agronomist spends much of'

his time in the field, space for the three-member staff and office

equipment is severely restricted. Also visitors frOm off-campus,

including agency representatives and farmers, cannot easily by accommo-

,,,

dated in this space/

Another limitation is associated with the sharing of the Resource

Center secretary with the Administration of the College. Having the

secretary 4ocited in ano04r building deprives the Resource Centerof

a person able to handle the ongoing clerical mark, which therefore

imust be done by one of the Resource Center staff. Although it is

.arguable whether sufficient space exists in the Resource Center to

. .

accomoda a secretary, placing the secretary elsewhere has serious
*

consequences fOr a Center already understaffed, given the scope of

activities it has charted for itself.

Finally; there are.no signs that the College has' ade attempts to

actively engage its regular faculty in the program. Inhis regard,

-the College does not appear to be taking advantage of t4 existence of

the Center as a catalyst to involve the agricultural f culty in

addressing the family farm clientele as a special pulationr

f

111
I
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F. Conclusions

To date, it appears that the Hartnell Family Farm Resource Center

.has been able to accomplish a number of its original goals. During

its first year of existehee,"the Resource Center has engaged in

40
. activities relating to alat*als.produCtion,and development, the pra-

vision of instructional services,. some coordiAtion of resources, and
t ,

p

delivery of timely information. Although the efforts spent in.these

activities have not always met with expected success, adaptatiohs made

'kw

in the overall developmOnt Snd delivery of services during the course

- of the year attest to the responsiveness of the Center staff to the needs

of its family farm clientele:

The Resource Center staff has accomplished a gneat,deal in the

area of services deliver/ am materials production. Foremost among the

accomplishments of the'Resource Center staff are the number of contacts

made,wl.th family farm4rs. Both through the 31 short courses' offered

and the agronomist field visits, the Center staff averaged a monthly

\contact with approxiMately 60 family farmers in the Salinas/Watsonville

area. Similarly, a greatodeal of effort has gone into materials pro-

duction. Althovgh lest of the materials produced have not yet been

piloted to assess their le vel of utility, the Center staff has been very

active in the area of materials development. Noteworthy among thel

Materials
is)

producd is the manual,"The Control of Strawberry Pests"

developed in collaboration with other agencies in the area concerned

with family farmer issues. Likewise, the Resource Center staff has

placed a strong emphasis -in the production and development of radio

materials. In collaboration with KUBO, the Center is currently en-

gaged in the production of 120 master tapes (60 in English and 60 in
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ever, day-a -day as well as long-range tasks have not; been totally

without their share of problems.
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Spahish) for radio broadcast. An additional area of materials develop-,

ment is the acquisition of the minicomputer for generatingcash/llow

and budget planning. Some programs have been written for specific

crops such as strawberries-and there are,Oans to develop others for

ch'ry tomatoes and similar crops raised by family farmers in the

area. The acquisikion and service provided by the minicomputer repre-,i

sent a.collaborative effort between the Resource Center, the Con-,

federacion, and the College. In spite of these accomplishments, how-

0

L

Problems obstructing the full attainment of some of the Resobrce

Center goals as with Kings Ri'ver, stem f4om both external and internal

-

constraints, Externally, the Center was obliged to deal with funding

agencies, local agencies serving the family farmer, and the,College.,/
AI

Internal constratnts have to do more with resources available and the

difficulties in administering the program. A

The first'external difficulty relates to funding agencies. Funding

for the first year of the Resource Center operation was made available

from State CETA as well as from CWETA grants. .While CETA policies pre-

.sented little difficulty with the disbursement of funds,IGWETA's strict

po %icies and guidelines were a major and constant source of problems

for the Hartnell Resource Center. BeauN CWETA funds were intended

for some staff salaries, materials production, provision of short

courses, and acquisition of materials and,equipment, these activities

were closely Monitored by the CWETA representative.

Second, the Hartnell Celiter Was'unable to meet CWETA's short
1 .

course contractual obligations41 CWETA required that short courses be

-.

1 1 `)

4

ti
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conducted in 40-hour blocks of eight hors per day, serve only heads
1 .

of/ household, meet at authorized locations, follow schedules set at
0 w

the time of proposal submission, and so on. Although the Resource
..... . .

Center director sought on many.'occasions tosinform the EDO offie in

writing of the particular circumstances surrounding services delivery

to self-employed family farmers, these efforts were often of no avail

.as CWETA was unwilling to make any exc tions to the program as stipu-
.

in the original proposal. Bec use farmers were often busy with

various aspects of land preparation and crop production, course

schedules often had to be modified and adapted to farmer needs, time

constraints, and the like. These modifications were typically un-

acceptable to the EDO office.

Third, as an agency serving the agriculttlral community, the Re-

source Center was intended to be fully institutionalized within the

N--r/
of' ,

41?

CollegeTtrutture. Although the College did provide an experimental

plot for strawberry production to the Center, litOe faculty contact

has occurred with the program, facilities assigned have not been ade-

quael-and scheduling 'requirements have made materials production and

course planning difficult For example, the College's lack of bi-

lingual Spanish /English - speaking personnel and facilities..to produce

material in Spanish-caused the Resour?e Celer staff to contract out

most of the materials produced to businesses outside the College.

Similarly, the Center staff Has felt that as a result of the agri7

.
cultupp stbedule around which .the. Center haslhad to work to best

serve the.Client population, the College required too great a lead

time to odute most 4nstructlonal.material needed. Another example

of some difficulty in the area pf College support was the size and

V

11
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location of the room in which the Resource Center was housed. Located

in the Technology Bulllog, the Resource Center was assigned a small

room approximately 12 x 1S feet. Although the Resource Center agrono-

mist spends much ofhis time'in the field, space for the three-member

staff ond ,office equipment is severely restricted. Visitors from off-

campus, including agency4representatives and farmets, cannot easily be

accommodated in the space allocated for the Resource Center. Related

to space has been the apparent necessity to place the CETA-

funded secretary with the Administration of the College. Having the

secretary located in another building has deprived the Resource Center

of a person on site able to handle the ongoing clerical work. Al-

i

though it is arguable whether sufficient space exists in the Resource

Center to aQ6r&odate a secretary, placing the secretar4y elsewhere.has
'Mao

consequehces for a Center already-understaffed, given the scope of

act'vities it has charted for itself. Similarly, there is little evi-

,

dence that the College has made attempts to actively engage its regular

\ 46

faculty in the program. The College d es not appear to be taking ad-

4vantage of the presence of the Cent e as a catalyst to involve the agri-

cultural faculty in addressing the fame y farm clientele ps a special'

population.

The last external factor relates to the 'coordination functiorV

of local agencies pertinent to'family farmers. Although the Resoyrce

Center at 4.im.; nell.kas developed a series of dyadic relationshipswith

severallage cies in the community, it must begin to establish a fltre

perminent ommittee structure to assist in the fulfiglment of.the Cure-

ter's contractual obligations/for coorOwtion. Such a committee would

need to facilitate e work of other agencies in the area ,coordinate
re,

locql resources available, work with public and private Concerns to

4
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avoid contradictory information and 041ication of services provided to

farmerS..As;with Kings River, Har%nell is inevitably in competition

with other agencies, like the Cooperative Extension Service, in pro-

viding services to potential client farmers, and may not be inclined

to foster collaborative community activities in the service of family"

farmers.

There were also several internal constraints which affected the

Resource Center's ability to fully'achieve its goals. The first of

these is related to the chara istics of the client population served.

Given the three types of small farmers addressed' -- the English-speaking

. ,

independent farmer arf the Spanish-speaking independent and cooperative

- farmer -- the Ceriter staff realized that it had to replicate its

activities because of the linguistic and other characteristics of

these groups. To meet the linguistic needs, for examplee the Resource

Center has produced materials in both English and Spanish. In attempt-

ing to deal with the appropriate mix of independent and cooperative

orfarmers and in attempting to bring them to one place for instruciion,

hoWever, little peOgress%flas been made. As a result, the ResourCe

Center staff has been obliged to duplicate much of its efforts, as it

,.. . t
.

I

must repeat similar instryction 1 content to the different types of

clientelese Because of the limi ed staff available and the need to

provide instruction to Spanish-speaking family farmers, the Center

should continue to devise ways to bring together larger groups of

learnersito minimize the time and energy required to serve similar

populations.

A second internal constraint concerns the timeXeeded in the

production of informational materials. While a lot of tip has bgen

4J I
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spent in materials production, and &large amount of,Materialsb

has been produced, the Resource Center has little evidence as to the

4
impact these materials have had on the target population. Now that

the Center is engaging in evaluating its own efforts in these areas,

the staff will be in a better position to assess the effectiveness of

materials produced and services delivered.

A third internal constraint concerns radio programming. In spite

of the progress made in the area of radio programs, the Hartnell Cen-

ter must still resolve some problems before radio can be used more

effectively. The first problem relates to the quality of individuals

hired as radio specialists. Though it should be pointed out that the

.

.
individuats hired are very enthusiastic and indeed quite capable of

mastering their specialized tasks, none of them have much prior ex-

perience with, radio programming. The Resource Center radio program-

mer is-an agronomist by training and regards radio materials develop-

ment as an avocation. The level of expertise of the two jointly hired,

staff members entrusted with the responsibility of producing 120 tapes

for the Resource Center, is less impressive. Neither. individual has

had previous experience working either with radio or with family

farmers. Although KUBO has provided some 40 hours of training in

various aspects of radio prograMping and broadcasting, few scripts

have yet been produced. Furthermore, the Resource Center does not

shave .25y clear knowledge of the listening audience with whom to

assess the effectiveness of the radio program. It is expected that vt,st

these and similar issues will soon be addressed once KUBO has>ore
.

experience on the air.

1
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NI. SUMMARY AND CaNCLUSI)ONS

The overall purpose of the tualuation of the Family' Farm Program
I

is,the identification-of the strengths, weaknesses, and effects of. the

program as it develops, which will permit improvement in program per-

formance and provide information useful determining the focus of

ongoing activities. To this end, the evaluation has gathered infor-

ration describing.the program, its implementation, and the institu-

tional and community situations within which the program? functions.
A j. '

The emphasis has been an identifyinsg the forces which have shaped the

program and the reasons for the program's ability or inability to

function as ehvisioneii.

The scope of this first-year report covers activities and events

of the different organizations which make up the overall Family Farm

Program. The program is an umbrella structure comprised of four distinct

but interrelated organizations: the Family Farm Coyncil (FFC); the

.f
Central Information Service (CIS) located at the University of California,

!Davis; Hartnell College Family Farm Resource Center; and Kings River

College Famil Farm Resource Center. ik

A. Family Farm Council

The Council,is the organization most directly associated with

establishing general policies and guidelines-as well as conceptualizing

the overall Family Farm Program structure. It is an unincorporated

state-level coordinating council made up of representatives from approxi-

. . mately15 public and private agencies that fUnd or operate training

and technical assistance programs for small -scale farmers in the Stale

4)

us
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"of California. The purpose of the Council is to support and prom ote

the economic viability of family farms, to facilinte and cogrdinates

4

access to informatio.n and other resources, and to advocate for family

farms. The Council walormed at a meeting held in Asilomar in April

1979. Since that time it has held meetings every one to two months.

Overall, the Council has been an effectiOk decision-making body.

Its leadership, old and new, has sought consensus on most issues, and,

except for some recent healthy dissent, rapport and mutual respost,

continue to characterize its membership.' Hence, most business has

been conducted amicably and, fo 't. the most part, productively. This

is.especially the case with matters internal to the Council, which to

date have occupied its primary attention.

The Council has been a somewhat less effective policy-making

sF

body. The Council's attention to policy-making issues has increased

.with time, but such issues have seldom been of primary concern. Much

of the action taken at meetings on many.of the policy issues related,.

to family farmers might be characterized as prudent. It has not been

uncemmon for the Council to instruct its chairperson or executive

secretary to draft a letter to a targeted agency, for example, rather

_
than to`engage in more active lobbying or ;ooperative class action"'-

with other agencies or groups.

Throughout 1980, the effective conduct.of Council business,

whether internal or policy oriented, appeared to be the result not

only of the leadership and genera membership of the CounCil but of

4
the considerable organizational and administrative skill of the CETA

I.
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representative. It was this individual, mare than any other; who en-

sured continuity through taking and circulating mirtes, arranging

meetings, and preparing an:agen that - reflected not only the member-

shipibut anticiliited areas in need'nf attention.' Although the CETA

representative in late 1980 assumed less responsibility in these

capacities, much of the first -year success, including planning the

Asijomar. meeting and running interference with CETA and CWETA, in-

evitably rested with that Individual's commitment and ability. When

CETA),eadership changed, the individual Asigned to the Family,Farm

Project was reassigned. The reason for the reassignment wasVever
4 oe

made clear, but it apparently was due tothe amount of time the person

spent on the program. As tills move coincided with the hiring a#' an

\

executive secretary for the Council, many of the administrativ duties

pass)aef(Thim and now probably occupy about 50 to 70 percent of hts time.

Although the fact that the CounIA1 exists, is faded, and has con-
es

ducted business and made decisions' for more than a year and a half

attests to its viability, there are issues which continue to pose

diffitulties. Recently, the Council took action on several of these

issues. for example, it broadened the definition of its clientele from

an emphasis on the Spanish speaking to all family'farmers who have

limited opportunities because of resources or background. The Council

also addressed the issue of its own membership by limiting the number

of individuals oh tht.Coyncil to 20, with a maximum of three each from

the State university syltem, community colleges, community private\

organizations, and the University of California.. The remainder will

.46
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"NW

come from other organizations, with'a maximum of three from any singl)

agency. Thir will enabletrepreseitation from family farmers, repre-

sentation that has been,discussed often'among Council members. A final

example of.Council action concerns the purpose and goals of the Council,

which have also been revised after lengthy discuion.

.

There are other istuosiehowever, that still need attention. Some

say that if information delivery is to be a central -miksion, it is not

.
clear why college courses appear to be the dominant means of delivery

,

adopted so far. They suggest that family farmers are inhibited by

*
colleges as institutions 'and that colleges ai-e too prone to offer.

.

.

:coucses that are pedagogically or substantiyely remote frdm the family

4
faimer's interests and needs. Relative to the colleges, there is con-

fusion as to the role of the Council in Rstablishing policy for the .

Resource Centers. Perhaes) say some, the Council should not make

Resource Center policy and therefore should pot be expected to shape
' 4

the activities of any of the programunits, but simply provide an

Oppattunity for individuals with similar interests to occasionally

meet and share information. Other's, however, given experiences with

the two centers and the constraints under which they operate, suggest

that the
(
Council sOld take a more dynamic and forceful role in

shaping Resource Center policyz An apparently agreed upon but yet to

be implemented point of view is that the Resource Centers. should be

mobile rather than stationary, thereby coordinating existing resources '

6the area rather than protecting -the Vested interests of any given.

institution.

Another issue concerns the Council's role in attending to agri-

cultural pol that affects family farmers. Some Council members

121
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remain frustrated that the CounCil has n t been able t &'deal more

effectively and consistently with suc issues. One expTanation,fort

the lack of focused attention on policy matters by most Council, members

relates to the motives .underlying membership-N.0 the Council. For

many if not most Council members, the Council does not.represent a

catalyst foi polity analysis or change. Instead, it represents an

opportunity to share knowledge of activities, fostei friendships, and ,
.

--

maintain 'the status quo. This explanation for the Council is:lack of

,attention to policy issues makes sense when seen in rel atiOn to the

Council 's internal affairs which constitute its major preoccupation.

Such housekeeping activities are importhnt bec'ause many CoUncil them-

bers are dependent directly otsi ndi rectly on. CETA funding for either

their employment or for the programs that they participate in. Like-

wise, sembership in the Council provides legitimacy to their employ-

went, and activity. Thus, it is not surprising that the Council has not

been a major source of policy ideas as it struggles to keel itself and

it various components alive and functioning. A period Of tranquility,

security, and continuity '11 be needed if the Council is, to be able

to attend systeMaticalky to policy issues. Even then it will be able

to do so only if it can Structure the Council's total activities into

?ear priority areas and utilize both ad hot 'committees and a tightly

monitored agenda as part of its operations.

/ Another issue' concerns the role of the executive secretary, who

reports to the Council but is salaried by UC Cooperative Extension.

Because of the skills of the secretary and the w' acceptance a`na

respect of the Council members that he enjoys, has been able to

deal with the potential conflicts that such a structure presents.

1 on ff
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Nevertheless, it would be worthwhile clarify the Council's decision-4k

07 making structure so that problems of auttrity, responsibility, an

accountability can be avoided. Questions have also beep raised as to

how the executive secretar=y Spends his time. Some Council members

00 .

believe that he should not 4 so tnvolVtd in assisting and monitoring

the PesourcloCenter components and be more attentive to policy issues.

Although few would argue with such a posidon, there is a clear need

agt

for someone to carry out administrative matters, especially in light

, ;
. ...--_,

of the reassignment of the CETA representatjve. At the same time,
...----

it is possite that the executive secretary hasjpeen overly attentive

to such Council administrative matters and needs to reassess his own

priorities.

Overall, what can be said about the Council's achievement to

date relative to its stated_ purpose and goals? As to supporting arid

promoting the economic viability of family farmer advocating for

family farms, there iii4ittle evidence of much accomplishment. Some
,

of the reason's' have ,already been mentioned, especially the status quo

motives of many Council members: An additional reason rests with CETA

and its leadership. At a time when continuity and stability were

needed in the Family Farm Program, from December 1980 to March 1981,

LEZA appeared to do little to support the,Council or its components. 4

CETA's urban and rural priorities were not clear, and CETA per?bnnel

changes resulted.in the neglect of the complex Family Farm Program,? a pro-

gram that was in need of nurturance, leadership, and support. As CETA

paled
.

back and became less predictable, the Council had to assume

more housekeeping duties and be conjed about its own existence.

y 47
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As a result, the Codncil's attention often turned away from its family

farm priorities to assessing its future survival.

The Council has done much better with its third purpose, that

of facilitating and coordinating access to information and other re-
.

sources. Through CIS and the two Resource Centers, the transmissibn

of informWon during Council meetings, the relations Created with

new Resour Centers such as that at the College of the Desert, the

publics on Of a resource guide, an so on, the Council appears to be

X

makin considerable progress in the coordination of access to infoi.ma-

tion and resources available to family farmers.

The problems discussed in this report must be resolved through

strong leadership if the. Family Farm Council is to remain a viable

organization. Leadership must not only attend to the interests of

its.rembers and their respective organizations but must define and

assess the short- and long-range goals around which members can bbth

rally and benefit.

However, it should'be recognized that there are no shortcuts

to creating a viable Council and there are few successful models

from which to learn. Because we cot point to fo'rmulas for the

successful integration of separate agencies into a coordinated effort,

the kindS of difficulties experienced by the Council are not unusual.

Wh is needed more than anything at this point is the confidence ird

support of CETA to ensure that the Council has an opportunity to assess

its viability and chgq its progress.

4
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r
B.. Central Information Service

The Central Information Service (CIS) is part of the Small Farm

Center located at the campus of the UnArsity of California, Davis.

"(The Small Farm Center is the overall structure at the University

which houses CIS and the office of the executive secretary for the

Family Farm Council.) Originally conceived as the central location

for information about family farming, CIS is primarily responsible

for the acquisition, storage, and dissemination.-of information and

instructional materials to the Resource Centers, Council member agen-

cies, and interested individuals. These tasks are to be accomplished

by the CIS director and support staff of the Small Farm Center.
I

Because of hi.imerous delays beyond the coptrol of the program, CIS

has been functioning for only six months, or since February 1981. Dur-

ing tnis period several materials were produced A county-by-county

Family Farm Resource Guide, initiated under the auspices of the UCCE

Small Farm Center was published, and by June was disseminated. An auto-
.

mobile bumper sticker with the message "Small Farms Make Sense" and a

flyer announcing the Small Farm Center were also produced. In July,

the first Small Farm Newsletter was published and disseminated. Finally,

the Center
\

attempted to responeto requests foe materials and develop-

ment from the field, principally from the two Resource Centers and

several UCCE farm advisers. Of all the materials produced by CIS, only

the Resource Guide repremits a substantive Contribution. As indicated

above, it had been produced for the most part under the sponsorship of

the UCCE Program in Community Resource Deyelopment prior too the initiation

of CIS.

ge
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The other activities of CIS were geared to more long.-range out-
.g

comes. One of these concerned the development of the clearinghouse

function, including the resource library. To this end, the director

of CIS spent a considerable portion of his time Wroducing himself to

appropriate individualsOand ntifying information networks, other

agencies, and computerized data-based systems for sources of informa-

tion relevant to family farmk:_ The planning of information storage

and retrieval systems was also undertaken. Likewise, CIS began the

0

planning of a needs assessment of the family farm clientele in Cali-

fornia.

Several problems have characterized Ve Central Information Service

during the six months it has been functioning. Foremost among them is

0"
the ambiguity regarding the mission of CIS and the meaning of such terms

as data bank, clearinghouse, resource library, and so on. To date,

there remains confusion as to what structures, substance, and process

can be expected when these resources are functioning and available.

Likewise, thereemains confusion as to the extent and nature of CIS

involveMbnt in instructional materials development and how CIS will

complement the work of Resource Centers. To, CIS has not, responded

adequately to materials development requests, partly to the atten-

tion it has given to other priorities and partly to a lack of budgetary

resources for materials development.

Overall, Council members have held too many expectations which CIS

has been unable to meetOn a six-month period. The result has been

frustration for many of those involved. The director was left alone to

develop CIS and pursue his priorities within the overall Family Farm

Program design.. After five months, several Council members felt that
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As part of it direct services delivery, the Resource Cpnterloffered

a total of seven short courses to its family,farm clientele. Initially,

= t Center began by providing short courses in accordance with CWETA
ti

guidelines which stipulated that classroom instruction should take place

fr

at the College campus, with a minirnim of 12 family farmers attending

the 40-hour block of,trajning in sessions of eight hours each. Because

of the irregular nature of the'agriculture schedule, however, attendance

did not always reach anticipated levels. Enrollments per course ranged

between 10 to 28 participants with an average attendance of 10 family

farmers per session.

In addition to short course contacts, the Center staff claims

that approximately 120 Spanish-speaking farmers were contacted on a

regular basisP* the agronomist component. Each of the three full-time

agronomists made two routine visits a month_to 40 farmers in his.e§eo-

graphical area. In addition to the regular visits, agronomists also

made visits in response to requests received at the Resource Center.

Requests' for agronomist services were primarily of an emergency nature,

. farmers encountered pest and insect problems, plants did not look as

expected, or other similar difficulties arose.

Indirect farmer contact was maintained principally through radio

and TV. The radio program was broadcast free of charge by two Spanish

language radio stations in Fresno.(KGST-AM and KXEX-FM) as a community

public service. Timely information, specific topics, and general Re-

source Center announcements were aired weekdays at,6.30 A.M. The total

air time forhis broadcast took approximately five minutes. The live

interview program was broadcast for one-half hour every 15 days at

.4)

1:00 P.M. Television broadcasting was used only a couple of times

19s



As part of it direct services delivery, the Resource Center offered

a total of seven short courses-to ig family. farm Clientele. Initially,

%IA Ce'riter began by providing short courses in accordance with CWETA

guidelines which stipulated that classroom instruction should take place

at-the College campus, with minimum of 12 family farmers attending

the 40-hour block of,trajninq in sessions of eight hours each. Because

of the irregular nature of the agriculture schedule, however, attendance

dtd not always reach anticipated levels. Enrollments per course ranged

between 10 to 28 participants with an average attendance of 16 family

farmers per session.

In addition to short course contacts, the Center staff claims

that approximately 120 Spanish-speaking farmers were contacted on a

regular basis4by the agronomist component. Each of the three full-time

agronomists made two routine visits a month_to 40 farmers in his4eo-

graphical area. In addition to the regular visits, agronomists also
.01

made visits in response to requests received at the Resource Center.

Requests for agronomist services were primarily of an emergency nature;

,farmers encountered pest and insect problems, plants did not look as

expected, or other similar difficulties arose.

Indirect farmer contact was maintained prTncipall$' through radio

and TV. The radio program was broadcast free of charge by two Spanish

language radio stations in Fresno.(KGST-AM and KXEX-FM) as a community

public service. Timely information, specific torics, and general Re-

source Center announcements were aired weekdays at-6:30 A.M. The total

air time for this broadcast took approximately five minutes. The live

interview program was broadcast for one-half hour every 15 days at

lt00 P.M. Television broadcasting was used only a couple of times
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and usually took the form of taped and live intttiiews and slide prt-
,

sentations. Intervfews were either with Resource Center staff members

or with specialists invited from other agencies in the area serving

family farmers. The question and answer session typically revolved

around specific topics of general interest to the family farmer in the

area. The television programs were aired twice a month for half an

S.

hour each session. Their purpose was to introduce the Resource Center

facilities to the television viewing audience and to announce future

short courses and other Center activities.

although the Kings River Family Farm Resource Center was able to

attain many of its goals, efforts spent in the achievement of set ob-

jectives were not always as fruitful as anticipated. Problems ob-

strutting the attainment of Resource Center goals include difficulties

with CWETA funding, low attendance in short courses, poor relations

between the Center and the College, lack of staff competency, and

poor deployment of staff. Other areas of concern include the lack

of data collected on the effects of services delivered and the co-

ordination of community agencies for the delivery of family farm

services.

From the beginning the Resource Center was faced with CWETA

funding delays. Negotiation of contracts ravolen CWETA and the

College was expected to take place in the Spring of 19808 This tru-

e

40 cial step in securing funding did not actually take place until

September 1, 1,980, several months behind schedule. As an example of

this initial delay; the Resource Center was late in hiring the radio

R programmend the multimedia specialist and, consequently, materials

1 "
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development' and production in these areas also suffered setbacks.

While the radio programmer4ias officially hired as soon as the contract

was signed, the media specialist did not beginwork until mid-DeaMteY

1980. The local ED0 office in charge of monitoring the Resource Cen-

ter's activities for CWETA was incessantly critical of the short

course program's inability to meet contractual obligations. CWETA's

complex guidelines required that short courses be conducted in 40-hour

blocks of'eight hours per day, serve only family farmer heads of house-

hold, at authorized locatio , follow schedules'set/at the time

of proposal submission, and so on. While industrial and urban pro-

grams funded by de agency have apparently little difficulty meeting

this employment upgrading model specifically designed for them, rural,

self - employed family farmers are only able to participate in flexible

programs which are designed, around the agricultural schedule. In part

beCause of CWETA's requirement that courses be held for six-to eight

hours per day, attendance at short courses offered after January 1981

began to decrease steadily. There were other reasons for the decreas-

ing enrollment as well. First, starting in Janu'ary, farmers were

busily involved with land,preparation and other activities necessary

for spring planting. Some of ',he courses scheduled for longer periods

of time often had to be modified and adapted to farmers', time con-

straints, a decision not favorably looked upon by the ECID office.

Second, the Resource Center, because of climatic and other condi-

trons, was not able to provide classroom and on-the-job training ac-

cording to optimistic proposal estimates. Even in cases where the

13ti
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minimum number.of clientele in attendance was surpassed, CWETA selec-

41
tion criteria often disqualified participants do the grounds that they

were not household heads, there was more than one family membev/in

attendance, and so on.
-t

Third, withdrawal of stipends was another reason given for low

course enrollment. Farmers relied upon this financial support to cover

some portion of transportation and other costs. The fact that farmers

continued to attend short courses until late March, albeit in smaller

numbers, howeyer, suggests that participants were not simply attending

class with the intention of receiving stipends.

Fourth, saturation of services delivered and a multiplicity of

agencies serving the target population represent another source of ex-

1

ternal factors affecting class attendance. Recently, as,a result of

special personnel hired by the UC Extension service, a certain amount

of cuplication of el-vices has been.acknowledlid. Not only are UC Ei-

tension Spanish-speaking farm advisers providing technical assistance

to Spanish-speaking family farmers in the area but, inc9asingly, ad-

visers have been organizing short courses f4r. the.client population.

Henct, family farmers-md1 be saturated with similar services from I'

two different agencies which may be vying for the same targetlpopulation.

A fifth element in explaining the lack of attendance in the short

courses relates to lack of knowledge of family farmers' needs. The Re-

source Center staff was generally recognized for its agricultural know-

-

, ledge and credentials, the considerable rapport it had with farmers,

and the,lamiliarity it had with the biophysical environment of the area.

In addition, the staff was bilingdal and familiar with the cultural

values of the family farmers with whom it worked. When asked why the
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farlers, who often promised the agronomists that they. would enroll -in

the short,courses, didn't do so, the Center' staff responded that in the

final analysis it didn't know the farmers

tent necessary.

needs or wants to the ex-

Apart from course attendance, relations between the Center and

the College is another problem that affected the Resource Center in

the delivery of services. The general College attitude toward the Re-

source Center may best be characterized as passive acceptance rather

than active sup port. As an agency serving the agricultural community,

for example', the Resource Cepter was expected to be fully institution-

alized as a part of the
/I
College's Land Division. This institutionali-

zation was conceived as a slpliotic process whereby both the Resource

Center and the College sthicture were to be brought into greater co-

ordination in the delivery of services to the family farmer in the area.

After one year of existence next to the Land Department, howty,er, very

little co unication occurred between the Department and the Retource.

Center. In effect, the College failed to view the Center as a catalyst

to making changes in the direction and commitment of the Land Division

and the`College as a whole.

Scheduling, of classroom and AV equipment,for example, appeared

to be the source of ont of the greatest problems between the College

and the Resource Center. Because the College operates on 4,semester

schedule, coordination and allocation of resources are planned approxi-

mately six months in advance. Due to the small scale of operatio6 in ".

Nr

the Resource Center, CWETA guidelines, and the flexible nature of the

agricultural season, however, the Center tended to work best on short-

term scheduling. The College person1el Insists that the Resource Center

I "
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director was well aware of College services ayailable and the schedule

regulating their use.

A third area of conflict between the Centevcand the College was

the definition of the clientele to be served by the Center. From the

very beginning of the program, the Resource Center dir ctor anticipated

reluctance on the part Of the College in accepting a _esource Center

principally serving Spanish-speaking family farmers. Although the Re-
, .1

source Center apparently never turned away any family farMer seeking

service and assistance, initially its basic orientation and lariguage

oftcommunication targeted the Spanish - speaking rather than the EnItish-

speaking family farmer.

11The Center director .justifi his narrow focus in two ways.

First, the policy guidelines from both CWETA and the Council specified

the Spanish-speaking family farmer as the target group in greatest

deed of assistance. Second, the Center director felt that Spanish.%

speaking family farmers represent the largest,ethnic group of small-

scale farmers in the area and those in greatest need of assistance. .

This programmatic emphasis was'interpret4d,by the College as a case

of clear bias toward only one ethnic group. Hence, these factors con-

tributed tb an early attitude of reluctance on the part of the College

to'actively support the activities and function of the Resource Center.

The CWETA-supported College administrator apparently 'did little to

dispel this reluctance.

An additional problem was staff competency and deployment or the

level of expertise, experience, and use of individuals hired in the

Center to fill the positions of media and radio} programmer. From

interviews conducted with key individuals as w.11 as the analysis
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of materials, it ,appears that the multimedia specialist was both in-

experiencgd and lacked expertise in the area for which he was hired.

The radio programmer, on the other hand,, had previous experience in
I

the dissemination of information through radio broadcasts. As a re-

sult of the many tasks expected of him, however, radio programming

activities were prinikrily limited to the delivery of timely informa-

tion such as weather and-crop reliorV, market prices, and upcoming Re-

source Center activitjes'and services.

In spite of these drawbacks, the limited Resource Center staff

has worked very ha. to deliver services to its target population.

Radio programs and short courses have been two activities into which

much effort has gone,.. Although there has been little evaluation of the

impact of these services, the Center personnel feel that on the basis

of informal conversations held with participants, the services are well

received by small farmers. If the Center continues to function, it is

ti

advisable that the staff place more emphasis on formally documenting

the appropriateness of its materials and scripts and their effect on

the farm practices' of the target population fdr whom services tare pro-

' vided. Some documentation maybe easily obtained, for example, by

asking participants a few brief questions about materials received or

the Course in which they participated or by having agronomists make a

log of telephone inquiries or askiriQ farmers during farm visits whether

there are other areas in whfch services could be offered.

Finally, the Resource Center at Kings River has not dealt ade-

quately with its flinction as a coordinator of other family farm re-

sources in the area.' The Center should seriously assess the prospects

for initiating a broadly based steering committee to assist in the

13



fulfillment ofi the Center's contractual obligations for coordination:

Such a committee should open the Center and the College to facilita-

ting the work of pther agencies in the area that are or could be con-

. cerned with family farm issues. Likewise, such a committee could

assist in avoiding the duplication of services or the conflit with

services offered by others.

t This coordination function has always been a major goal in the

overall conceptualization of the FamilpFarm_Program. Whether Kings

R4er or any community college has a sufficient vested interest in

integrating its own mission with that of other community agencies,

however, is problematic. This is especially apparent when, as in this

instance, such integration concerns the delivery of information through

courses which are the basis for a College's existence financially.

Because of this interest, the.College is inevitably in competition

with other agencie like UCCE, for the enrollment ofo potential

41C
clielli population, nd may not be inclined to foster collaborative

.
f

community activit es in the service of family farmers.

D. Hartnell Family Farm Resource Center

The Family Farm Resource Center at Hartnell College in Salinas

was established to coordinate and enhance the training,..transmission

of information; and other services to family farmers in'the Central

Coast area. In meeting these objectives, the Resource Center has used

different strategies and methods to address its clientele. These

approaches include direct personal contact between the Center staff

and the family larmers as well as more indirect channels of communi-

cation such as radio and printed media. Direct personal contacts

4
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hav curred principally through the short courses offered, technicai

assistance in the field, and farm visits by the Center staff.

In its first year of existence, the Center provided a total of

1 shores rses to its fam4y farmer clientele. Of the total number

of short courses fered, three were specifically tailored to the

English-speaking family farmer, while 28 other courses were offered

to Spanish-speaking farmers. Courses offered to the English-speaking

family farmer hav flowed a seminar format and have focused on dif-'

ferent aspects of a topiC, while those provided to the Spanish-speak-

ing family farmer have tended to be field demonstratio s and hands-

on-instruction, and have emphasized basic subjects e identification

and application of fertilizers, quality control in picking and shipping

of crops, and alternative marketing strategies. Enrollment in these

courses ranged from 10 to 20 participants ,Per class with an average

attendance of approximately 12 farmers per session.

Agronomist field visits are the second method of maintaining

direct contact with the family farmer. In addition to field demonstra-

A

tions and short course contacts, the two Resource Center agronomists

claim an average of 45.monthly contacts with farmers in the field.

Most of these field visits were made in response to farmer requests

received at the Center in regard to emergencies farmers encountered

in the field. If, for example, a farmer noticed that plants did not 7)

look as well as expected or pests menaced crops, he might contact the

Center agronomists and request technical assistance.

Indirectly, farmer contacts were maintained priltarily through

radio and printed materials. Disisemination of informatio'n through

radio emphasized the delivery or timely informatAn on crop prices,

sa.
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weather, pest problems, announcements of Center' activities, as well as

in-depth coverage of special topics on machinery selection and mainten-

ance, record keeping, quality contra} -cif produce, and the like. Two

Spanish-language radio stations in the area (KCTY-AM and KRAY-FM)

broadcast Center information twice,daily and five daykja week free of

.
6

charge as a community service:1°W that KU80 has gone on the air, the .

Resource Center looks forward tO a fruitful joint venture in the.de-
. r

velopment and broadcast of agricultural information. KUB64has

scheduled onelltour of agi- icultural broadcast daily to cover a broad

range of topics relevant to the family farmer.

Printed,materiais in the form of flyers:leaflets, and manuals

have af'so been used as a means of reaching the farmer with Agarviation.

While flyers and leaflets have been used to announce upcoming Centek

activities, the insect manual for the control of strawberry pests was

designed as reference material to assist farmers in diagnosingiprob-
.

lems encountered in the field as well as to suggest procedures in the

control of pesii and diseases affecting strawberries The first edi-

tion of the manual, published in January 1981, consisted of 1,500 copies

in English and 400 in Spanish. To arttl'approximately 350 Spanish,

copies and 2r50 English copies have been distributed, primarily throu

per-§onal 'contact.

In spitspit
.,\

Farm Resou ce Center was faced with several problems which hinder the

Of

f these,accoMplishments, however, the Hartnell Family

smooth funCtioning and prevented the attainment of some of the Center's

44 4 goal s.
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Problems obstructing the full attainment of Some of the Resource

Center goals as with Kings River, stem from both external and internal

constraints. Externally, the Center was obliged to deal with funding

agencies, local agencies serving the family farmer, and the College.

,
Internal constraints have to do more with resources available and the

difficulties in administering the program.

The first external difficulty relates to funding agencies. Fund-

ing for the first year of the Resource Center operation was made

available from State CETA as.well as from CWETA grants. While CETA

'polities presented little difficulty with the disbursement of funds,

CWETA's strict policies and galines were a major and constant source

of problems for the Hartnell Resource Genter. Because CWETA funds

were intended for some staff salaries, materials production, pro-

vision olapport courses, and acquisition of materials and equipment,

these activities were closely monitored by the CWETA representative.

Second, the Hartnell Center was unable to meet CWETA's short

course contractual obligations. CWETA required that short courses be

conducted in 40-hour blocks of eight hours per day, serve only heads

of household, meet at authorized locations, llfollow schedules set at

the time of proposal submission, and so on. Although the Resource

Center director sought on many occasions to inform the EDD office in

writing of the particulanscircumstances surrounding services delivery

to self-employed family farmers, these efforts were often of no avail

as CWETA was unwilling to make any exceptions to the program as stipu-

lated in the original proposal. Betause farmers were often biisy with

arious aspects of land preparation and crop production, course

6
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schedules often had to be modified and adapted to farmer needs, time

constraints, and the like. These modifications were typically un-

acceptable to the EDD office.

Third, as an agency serving the agricultural community, the Re-

source Cdnter was intended to be fully institutionalized withilasthe

College structure. Althoughthe College did provide an experimental

plot for strawberry production to the Center, little faculty contact

has occurred with theprogrem, facilities assigned have not been ade-

quate, and scheduling requirements have made materials production and

course planning difficult. For example, the College's lack of bi-

lingual Spanish/English-speaking perso291 and facilities to produce

material in Spanish caused the Resource Center staff to contract out

most of the materials produced to businesses outside the College.

Similarly, the Center staff has felt that as a result of the agri-

cultural schedule around which the Center has had to work to best

serve the client population, the College required too great a lead

time to,produce most instructtvl material needed. Another example

of some difficulty in the area of College support was the size and

location of the room in which the Resource Center was housed. Lo-

cated in the Technol y Building, the Resource Cwiter was assigned a

small room approximately 12 x 15 feet. Although the Resource Center

agronomist spends much tit' his time in the field, space for the three-

member staff and office equipment is severely restricted. Visitors

from off-campus, including agency representatives and farmers, cannot

14,easily be accommodated in the space allocated for the Resource Center.

Related to space has been the apparent necessity to,P lace the

CETA-funded secretary with the Administration of to College.
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Having the secretary located in another building has deprived the Re-

* source Center of a person on site able to handle the ongoing clerical

work. Although it is arguable wtiether sufficient space exists in the

Resource Center to accommodate a secretary, placing the secretary else-

,

where has consequences for a Center already undergtaffed, given the

scope Sf activities it has charted for it elf. Similarly, there is

little evidence that the College has made attempts to actively en-

gage its reg2arfaculty in the program. The College does not appear

to be taking advantage of the presence of the Center as a catalyst to

involve the agricultural faculty in addressing the family farm cli-

entele as a special population.

The last external factor relates to the coordination function
.

of local agencies pertinent to family farmers. AlthoUgh the Resource

i

Center at Hartnell has developed a series of dyadic relationships with

''!

several agencies in the ceMMunity, it must begin to establish a mire

permanent committee structure to assist in the fulfillment of the

Center's contractual obligations for coordination. Such a committee

would need to facilitatekhe wciek of other agencies in the area, co-

.

ordina40361 resources available, work with public and private con-
.

cerns to avoid contradictory information and duplication of services

provided to farmers. As wi h Kings River, Hartnell is inevfltably in

competition with otAv agencies, like the Cooperative Extension Ser-

vice,,in providing services to potential client' farmers, and may not

.

be inclined to foster collaborative community activities in the ser-

\ice of family farmers.

a.
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There were also several internal constraints which affected the

Resource Center's.ability to fully achieve its goals. The first of

these is related to the characteristics of the client population served.

Given thp,,three types of small farmers addressed -- the English-speaking

independent farmersand the Spanish-speaking independent and cooperative

farmer -- the Center staff realized that it had to replicate its

activities because of the linguistic and other-characteristics of

these groups. To meet the linguistic needs, for example,-the Resource

Center has produced m rials in both English and Spanish. In attempt-,

ing to deal with the appropriate mix of independent and cooperative

farmers and in attempting to bring them to one place fot. instruction,

however, little progress has been made. As a result, the Resource

Center staff has been obliged to duplicate much of its efforts, as it

must repeat similar instructional content to the different types of

clientele. Because of the limited staff available and the need to

provide instruction to Spanish-speaking family farmers, the Center

should continue to devise ways to bring gether larger groups of

learners to minimize the time and energy req ired to serve similar

populations.

A second internal constraint concerns the time needed in the

production of informational materials. While a lot of time has been

spent in materials production, and a large amount of materials has

been produced, the Resource Center has little evidence as to the

impact these materials have had on the target population. Now that

the Center is engaging in evaluating its own efforts in these areas,

41 the staff will be in a better position to assess the effectiveness of

materials produced and services delivered.
v.
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A third internal constraint concerns radio programming. In spite

of the progress made in the area of radici programs, the Hartnell Cen-

ter must still resolve some problemt before rad,io can be used more
.7.;; ....

effectively. The first probi lates to the quality of individuals1406'

,,---b4red as radio specialists. Though it should be poijited out that the

individuals hired are very enthusiastic and indeed quite capable of

mastering th ?ir specialized tasks, none of them have much prior ex-

perience with radio programming. The Resource Center radio program-

mer is -an agronomist by training and regards radio materials develop-

ment as an avocation. The level of expertise of the two jointly hired

imp

staff members entrusted with the responsibility of producing 120 tapes

for the Resource Ceriter is less impressive. Neither individual has

had previous experience working either with radio or with family

farmers. Although KUBO has provided some 40 hours of training in

var7ous aspects of radio programming and broadcasting, few scripts.

have y't been produced. Furt e.rmore, the Resource Center does not

'40 have any clear knowledge of t listening audience with whom to assess

4

the effectiveness of the radio program. It is expected that these and

similar issues will soon be addressed once KUBO has more experience

on the air.

E. A Final Observation ,

The Family Farm Program has charted a difficult, experimenta,

course in programmatic arcs where f6 successful precedents exist.

Other coordinating institutions like the Family Farm Council, for

example, often falteein their attempts at integrated development

because their members become competitive, enthusiasm is lost in the

1 41)
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face. of administrative and funding constraints,eleadership wanes be-

cause of key member turnover, and so on. Its fragility as an insti-

tution is often apparent as it seeks to keep its mission clear and its

structure, membership, and process viable. These and other similar

characteristics apply to the Family Farm Council.

The information - generating and service delivery components-of

the Family Farr;, ProgramAt UC Davis, Kings River, and Hartnell have

also encountered difficulties in achieving their= objectives. These

difficulties are numerous, raislog quest]ons that range from whether

Colleges are the most appropriate sites for coordinating and deliver-

. ing family farm services to whether the direct end indirect means of

delivery through courses and various media are those that are most

needed or viable given'the status of the family farmer.

Although it'is necessary to continue to question the efficacy

of the Family Farm Program, from its overall mission to its strate-

gies and methods, it is also necessary to recognize that it is an

experiment. As such, it is making,a contribution to the 'knowledge

of both family farming and to the process of planned social change.

In both instances, the state of the art is in its infancy, not only

in California but worldwide. Because we cannot point to formulae

for success in most programs that involve human service delivery, we

must be satisfied with making small but consistent progresS. The

Family Farm Program is making such incremental advances in the face

of complex realities and must have more time to assess its viability.

I I


